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1.8 million eligible to vote

Halloween
'tricks'
reported

Light voting expected
for Tuesday's election
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Light voting is expected Tuesday
for six congressional elections and
three state Supreme Court contests.
But the turnout could be heavier
in the Louisville area, where proposed government reorganization
Is on the ballot, and in the Lexington area, where a referendum
will decide whether liquor can be
sold on Sunday in larger
restaurants.
Polls will be open 6 a.m. to 6
p.m. local times.
More than 1.8 million Kentuckians are eligible to vote this
time, with Democrats retaining
their more than 2-to-1 majority.
The three congressional races
attracting the most attention are
the 3rd District in Louisville, the
4th District stretching along the
Ohio River from eastern Jefferson
County to northern Kentucky and
the 6th District in central Kentucky.
In the 3rd District, Democratic
incumbent Ron Mazzoli faces
spirited opposition from
Republican Carl Brown, a Jefferson County commissioner.
Democratic state Rep. Terry
Mann of Newport is challenging
4th District GOP incumbent Gene
Snyder of Jeffersontown, an 18year veteran.
And in the 6th District in the

Bluegrass, Democrat Don Mills of
Lexington is trying to unseat GOP
incumbent Larry Hopkins, also of
Lexington, who seeks a third term
in a normally heavily Democratic
district.
Elsewhere, Democratic Rep.
Carroll Hubbard of Mayfield has
no opposition in the tat District of
far western Kentucky, and
veteran Democratic incumbent
William Natcher of Bowling
Green is opposed in the 2nd
District by Republican Mark Watson,an Elizabethtown lawyer.
In the 5th District, GOP incumbent Harold Rogers of Somerset
faces Doye Davenport, a
Democrat and farmer from the
Greensburg area.
In the 7th District, Tom Hamby,
a Republican who publishes a
weekly newspaper at Flemingsburg, has taken on Democrat
Carl Perkins, the dean of Kentucky's congressional delegation.
At first, Democrats had their
eyes on the 6th District, in the
hope that Mills, a former
newspaperman and state official,
could return the area to the party
fold. But Hopkins has accumulated a considerable campaign fund, largely from political
action committees, and Mills has
raised just a fraction of the
$200,000 which Democrats had set
as their goal.
The Democratic Party now is
pinning its longshot hope on the

4th District, where Mann, whose
cause seemed hopeless at the
outset, has acquired more contributions than expected and is
waging what some Democrats
consider a surprisingly effective
campaign.
One seeming asset for Mann is
the change in the district's
makeup, a tilt toward Northern
Kentucky, away from Snyder's
home turf of Jefferson County, in
voting population.
The most active verbal alugfest
has been in the 4th District, with
Mann and Snyder denouncing
each other regularly.
In the 3rd District, width also is
feeling the impact of redidriating,
Brown is trying to put together a
combination of voters that he
hopes is disenchanted with Mazzoll. The candidates met in debate
In early October, and both walked
away proclaiming victory.
Most observers report
widespread voter apathy, despite
Issues such as "Reaganomics"
that have risen to prime importance in a number of other
states. But if there is a larger turnout than predicted, it might come
from two side issues.
One is the proposed merger of
many administrative services in
Louisville and Jefferson County, a
plan endorsed by both Democratic
Mayor Harvey Sloane and
Reitr
i ric
er
li County Judge Mitch

Furches receives nomination
for American Farmer Degree
Tripp Furches, Rt. 1, has been
nominated to receive the
American Farmer Degree, the
highest degree presented by the
National Future Farmers of
America organization.
Furches was nominated for the
honor by the Kentucky FFA
Association. The nomination was
approved at a recent meeting of
the National FFA Board of Directors in Alexandria, Va., virtually
assuring the awarding of the
degree. One of 751 FFA members
nominated for the award, Furches
will receive the degree, pending a
final vote of 120 student delegates
representing nearly 500,000 FFA
members, in a special ceremony
Thursday, Nov. 11.
The American Farmer Degree
is a highly sought after honor that
represents approximately one
member in 600 of the 475,923member organization. It is
presented only by the National
FFA to members who have
demonstrated exceptional
agricultural and leadership
achievements.
Furches is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Thurston Furches, Rt. 7, and
is currently farming in partner-

Tripp Furches
ship with his father. He earned the
nomination on the basis of his
supervised agricultural occupations programs and leadership activities.
Furches' high school vocational
agriculture instructor and FFA
advisor is Larry Gilbert of Murray.

To qualify for the American
Farmer Degree, FFA members
must have advanced through a
system of degrees unique to FFA.
Members begin as "Greenhands"
and after one year of membership
may be advanced by the local
chapter to "Chapter Farmer."
The third degree, "State
Farmer," is presented by the
state associations to two percent
a: its members in any one year.
Only students who have earned
State Farmer degrees are eligible
for the American Farmer.
Travel awards will be presented
to recipients to offset expenses to
the National FFA Convention in
Kansas City. At the convention,
each American Farmer Degree
recipient will be presented a gold
key and certificate. The travel
awards and gold keys are cosponsored by J.I. Case, a Tenneco
Co., Racine, Wis.; Federal Land
Banks, Denver, Colo., Chevrolet
Division of General Motors Corp.,
Warren, Mich.; Pioneer HI-Bred
International, Inc., Des Moines,
Iowa; Production Credit Associations, Denver, Colo.; and MaChurs Plant Food Co., Marion,
Ohio.

TOP DOG — Hill's &Maw River Qum,woad by Mr. and Mrs.
Daryl Hill of Murray, won best of breed bisestick ad bat of asw
Saturday during the Preleesional Coonhunten Loss
Championship Bench Show Saturday. MU end Amy ROMA,
Aurora,stand with the dog. She was the only local dog shown.Queen,
21% months old, has earned in past shows the titles of PCA Brame
Champion, UKC Grand Show Champion, ACHA Show Chemples,
MCC Show Chempion, Beet Female of Show Illinois Basalt Sectional, IAUM world Bast Bluestick female of show, and Tennessee
state chempion.
-

Activities centering around the
11118 Halloweeo hoikko "were
relatively Quist" in Murray and
Callaway County conaklertag the
possibilities that existed. according to local authorities
"1 guess yea maid my it was a
typical weekeed." canumested
Murray City Polk* Chief Jerry
Lee
One incident of a trick -orVaster reportedly finding a needle in a place of Brach's candy occurred in the Nash Street arte
Saturday night, dated the chief
The yes* only trick-or-treated in
that area and did not know where
the candy originated An investigation into the matter is curready underway by the depan.
want No injuries were reported
Several isolated incidents of egg
throwing, including one at Murray
City Hall, also occurred.
authorities added
An outer glass front door to dr
Murray Ledger di Times addhig,also was broken
An unconfirmed report of a fire _
being set in the norther', portion of
the county also was stated

Tamperings mar 'trick-or-treating'
By BETSY BROWN KRAFT
Associated Press Writer
The Halloween scares were for
real this year as police in 24 states
took more than 300 reports of apples and candy sabotaged with
phisomedies ead mar blades. A"trick or treat" robber shot and
killed an elderly Iowa man and
one woman swallowed a 1 4-hich
needle.
Only a few people, however,
were reported injured Sunday
night. Many parents either kept
children at home, took them to
parties, distributed balloons and
money instead of candy,or got the
goodies X-rayed at local hospitals.
The caution stemmed from the
nationwide wave of product

tampering and contamination that
followed seven deaths from
cyanide-tainted Tylenol in
Chicago a month ago.
"There just aren't as many kids
out there this year," said police
Sgt. Fred Schmidt in Schieurnburg, Ill., where one of the contaminated bottles of Tylenol was
discovered.
"It's like a ghost town out
there," echoed Berwyn, Ill.. officer Lance Rubringer
However, a 13-year-old boy was
hospitalized in Columbus. Ohio,
for "questionable hallucinations
and inappropriate behavior" Sunday night after eating candy, a
Children's Hospital spokeswoman
said.

And 16 people were taken to
hospitals in Sornerdale, N.J., after
eating candy apparently laced
with drugs at a kindergarten party One 6-year-old girl remained
hospitalized late Sunday.
In Indianapolis, a woman bit into an apple and swallowed a 1%Inch needle, but hospital officials
decided not to operate. Daniels
Janes, 1111, will probably "Just pass
It normall y,
" • Community
Hospital emergency room nurse
said Sunday night.
"This is sickening," said Vernon Curnette, of Grove City, Ohio,
after finding a 3-inch needle in a
candy bar his 10-year-old
daughter received.

FISHER-PRICE EMPLOYEES HALLOWEENING — Socond-ddft employees of Murray Fisher-Pries
plant encouraged the Halloween spirit throughout downtown and the shopping centers &ring the weekend.
The uniquely-clad employees participate in this activity annually.

Lights dim, gates are shut
at Knoxville World's Fair

CONGRESSMAN VISITS CALLOWAY HIGH SCHOOL — Flat District Congremman Cerra Hubbard
. (right)gemeented Jerry Ainley,Calloway County High School principal, wtth an American flag today that had
be Hawn over the White Him M honor of Calloway Comity High School. Hubbard addressed history
skilents and responded to questions from students and faculty.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon
4
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KNOXVILLE Term. (AP) —
Organizers shut the gates and
turned oft the lights at the 1962
World's Fair, but not before praising the six-month exposition as a
financial success that will leave
this "scruffy little city" richer for
years to come.
"I won't cry," an elderly man
told his wife as they watched a
fireworks display signal the end of
the fair Sunday, "but I certainly
hate to see it leave."
Thousands of tourists and
dignitaries gathered in the outdoor Court of Flags to officially
close the $115 million extravaganza that drew 22 nations and
millions of people to this southern
Appalachian city of 183,000.
Many people laughed in 1975
when several civic leaders said
they wanted to put on a world's
fair in Knoxville to boost the local
economy and clean up a run-down
section of downtown.
But on Sunday, gate turnstiles
clicked nearly 86,000 times, bringing liptal attendance to

sunny St worm
Today mostly sunny, breezy
and warm. High around MO
South winds 10 to 30 mph
Tonight a gradual increase in
cloudiness with a 30 percent
chance of late night thunder-

11,127,786 Officials said that
amounted to about 10.2 million
paid admissions by 6 million to
million people.
The attendance exceeded the 11
million visits originally predicted
One Section —11 Pages
and World's Fair President S.H.
Classifieds
14, 15
"Be" Roberts Jr. has said the fair
Comics
14
will make enough money to pay all
Crosswords
14
Its bills — something few world's
Dear Abby
14
fairs have done.
Dr Lamb
During the next two weeks,
Farm
13
workmen will begin dismantling
Horoscope
temporary buildings, and equipMurray Today
4.6,0
ment and leftover souvenirs will
Obituaries
16
be auctioned. Officials hope most
Perspective
3
of the fair's assets will be bought
It 11
by organizers of the 1564 World's
Snorts
Fair in New Orleans.
MISS
The fair pumped millions of
YOUR POOH
tourist and investment dollars into
Subscribers .who hove not
Knoxville and helped keep the
area's unemployment rate at received their home deltyered
about 7 percent, well below the copy of The Niffrey ledger 6 Thies
Mate average. However, the fair's by 5 30 p m Monday- Fricicry or
closing means the end to by 3 30 p m Saturdays ore urged
paychecks for 6,750 fair to coil 753-1116 between WI
employees, and the state is braced p.n. mad 6 p.n., lea* direagli Frifor an increase in applications for day, et 338 p.m. asi 4 p.n. Starunemployment benefits. .
I
bys.

today's index
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Halloween torevisit
theatre's production
Halloween is over throughout
the world-almost. At the
Playhouse in the Park, the chills
and thrills of ghosts and goblins
return this Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday to possess the theatre
again.
The demon causing the trouble
Is the second weekend production
of Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's "The Haunting
of Hill House." Doors open at 7:30
p.m. for the 8 p.m. performances.
Director Paul Wilson supervises a
cast of seven as he re-creates the
play based on the Shirley Jackson
novel of the same name.
Audiences responded well to the
opening weekend, which included
a special midnight performance
on Halloween."Even the cast was
a bit frightened at that one," said
Wilson.
The story centers around Dr.
Montague, a noted scientist and
psychic researcher who has invited three people to spend a few
weeks at Hill House, a midVictorian mansion of evil reputation. Montague, played by Bob
Valentine, brings Eleanor Vance,

who has had prior experience with
poltergeists; Theodora, a psychic
with the gift of precognition; and
Luke Sanderson, the heir to Hill
House, to help him determine
what exactly goes on at Hill
House. They are joined by Montague's wife and a friend of hers
who have come to investigate Hill
House in their own way.
These six, along with the
Caretaker's wife, Mrs. Dudley,
are caught up in the forces that
control Hill House.
Ron Leys appears in the role of
Eleanor Vance, with Kathryn
Ballard as Theodora and Tim
Lyons as Luke Sanderson. Louise
Weatherly plays Mrs. Montague
and Dave Fisher appears as Arthur Parker, her colleague. Pat
Clement plays Mrs. Dudley.
A special added attraction to
Friday night's performance is a $3
"chili and pie" supper for theatre
patrons beginning at 7 p.m. at the
Playhouse in the Park. Ticket
holders for the Friday performance are welcome.
Reservations and tickets are
available by calling the theatre's
TICKETLINE at 759-1752.

Library friends week
•is anno
unced locally
The week of Nov. 1-6 has been
designated as Friends of the
Library Membership Week.
Tables will be set up at the
library and library annex on Tuesday and Wednesday. A volunteer

Faculty Senate
meets Tuesday
The Murray State University
Faculty Senate will hear several
committee reports during its
meeting at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in
the Barkley Lecture Room of the
University Center.
Reports will be delivered from
the executive committee,
academic policies committee,
rules, elections and bylaw; c9Rinittee, handbook and personnel
committee, finance committee
and joint senate administration
committee on the Faculty Handbook. A board of regents report
also will be delivered.

at the table will explain about
Friends of the Library.
Recently elected as new officers
of the organization were Stan Hendrickson, president; Chuck Wynn,
vice president; Betty Thompson,
secretary; Dr. James Byrn,
treasurer; B.J. Berrill, Clara
Humphrey and Holmes Ellis,
directors-at-large.
Membership dues are $3, individual; $10, organizational; 825,
contributing member; 850, life
member.
Several major programs sponsored, funded and implemented
by the Friends include landscaping of library grounds including
library annex; summer reading
program; children's cultural
adventures in French; corning-ofage events (school children in
lower grades receive first li4eary
card and visit library); classes in
Spanish; refreshment needs for
various events; hosting of
volunteer appreciation dinner;
photograhic equipment for dark
room at library annex.

BARN FIRE — Fire of unknown origin early Sunday morning
destroyed a tobacco barn and its contents on Doran Road across
from Murray High School. The barn contained approximately 100
sticks of burley tobacco and was leased by Billy Morgan and Eddie
Rollins from Glenn Doran. The structure was engulfed with flames
when members of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad arrived

on the scene. They were assisted by the Murray Fire Department,
Murray Police Department and Calloway County Sheriff's Office.
Rescue squad members responded from an abandoned house tire in
Dexter. Cause of that blaze also was unknown. Squad members were
assisted by the sheriff's Mk*.
Photo by Charles Beaman
SIM/

Dean says Haig was Post's'Deep Throat'
NEW YORK (AP) — Former
White House Counsel John Dean
says Alexander M. Haig Jr. has to
be the "Deep Throat" of
Watergate fame, but the former
secretary of state dismisses the
notion as "absurd."
Haig on Sunday denied being the
mysterious source of many explosive Washington Post stories
about the scandal that toppled
President Nixon.
But Dean, in his new book,
alleges that Haig was among the
few people who knew enough
about the inner machinations of
the Nixon administration to provide reliable information, according to a story in the Nov. 9
issue of Time magazine.
Even Time questioned Dean's
claim, in part because of "the inherent implausibility of the ultradignified and instantly
recognizable Haig skulking
around Washington garages
undetected at 2 a.m."
"Deep Throat" is the name Post

Transit.Baard- sets
Thursday gathering
The Murray-Calloway County
Transit Board will meet in regular
session at 7 p.m. Thursday in the
Council Chambers of Murray City
Hall.

•12 years experience as Judge and Commissioner on
the Kentucky Court of Appeals — Author of more
than 750 opinions for the Court.
•10 years experience presiding over civil and criminal
trials in County Court.
*8 years experience prosecuting criminal cases as
County and Commonwealth Attorney

reporter Bob Woodward gave to a
source he. met at odd hours in
unorthodox places in 1972 to
receive or have confirmed information for stories about the
Watergate scandal which eventually led to the resignation of
former President Richard Nixon.
Woodward, now an assistant
managing editor at The Post, has
never revealed the identity of the
source.
Dean's latest claim appears in
his latest book, "Lost Honor," to
be published this month by Harper

81 Row.
"This is the first I've heard
about it," said Haig at his home in
Bethesda, Md. "It's absurd and
probably commercially
motivated."
Woodward, who with fellow Post
reporter Carl Bernstein wrote
"All The President's Men," the
story of their coverage of
Watergate, declined to comment
on Dean's supposition when reached at his Washington home Sunday.
"I just don't have anything to

say about it," Woodward said,
chuckling."Thanks for calling."
Dean's book says Haig was one
of only a handful of people who
were in a position to know that
White House tapes contained
deliberate erasures. That information was supposedly supplied to Woodward by "Deep
Throat."
Time said others in a position to
know were Nixon, his secretary,
Rose Mary Woods, and White
House aides Stephen Bull and the
late J. Fred Buzhardt.

Several bridges scheduled for repair
in eight western Kentucky counties
The state Transportaton
Cabinet will repair 11 bridges in
Calloway, Crittenden, Graves,
Livingston, Lyon, McCracken,
Marshall and Trigg Counties.
Overlays, a waterproof surfacing, will be applied to the decks of
OP...1XiCiaLfel 1P-Protect them,from
weather and winter salt. The projects are part of the state's
regular maintenance program
and will add at least 10 years to
the life of the bridges.
Those to be repaired in
Calloway County include the
bridge over Sugar Creek on
Highway 732, Center Church
Road, about 4.4 miles east of
Highway 94 and the bridge over
Branch of Jonathan Creek on
Highway 1346, Highway 94-Dexter
Road, about 4.1 miles east of U.S.
641.
In Graves County, the bridge

over Wilson's Creek on Highway
339, Fancy Farm-Lowes Road,
about 5.4 miles north of Fancy
Farm and the Bridge over Vulton
Creek on Highway 464, FosterBackusburg Road, about 2.9 miles
east of Mayfield will be repaired.
Those scheduled for repair in
Marshall County include the
bridge over Watch Creek on
Highway 1445, Union Hill Road,
about 2.6 miles southeast of Benton and the Bridge over Cypress
Creek on Highway 1523, U.S. 62Highway 95 Road, about 2.5 miles
northeast of U.S.62.
Others to be repaired are:
Crittenden County — The bridge
over Dry Fork Creek on Highway
902, Dycusburg-Fredonia Road,
about 4.9 miles northeast of
Highway 70.
Livingston County — The bridge

over Long Branch on Highway
137, Smithland-Bayou-Highway
133 Road, about 10.5 miles north of
Bayou.
Lyon County — The bridge over
Livingston Creek on Highway 295,
Eddyville-Dycusburg Road, at the
Crittenden County line.
McCracken County — The
bridge over the West Fork of
Massac Creek on Highway 724,
Heath-Woodville Road, about 1.9
miles west of Highway 305 and the
bridge over Massac Creek on
Highway 4322, Old LovelacevillePaducah Road, about 1.9 miles
west of U.S. 45.
Trigg County — The bridge over
Little River on County Road 1005,
Crute Road,two-tenths of one mile
west of Highway 272.
The cabinet wir. accept bids for
the bridge repairs on Nov. 19.

Buy a new Case farm tractor.... choose

specisd Case

•4 years service in the U.S. Army — World War II —
overseas service in Phillipine Islands.
*Presently serving on Editorial Board of the official
publication of Kentucky Bar Association and on the
Bench-Bar Liason Committee of the Bar Association.
*Graduated from University of Kentucky Law School
at the top of his class.

To the Voters of the 1st Appellate District:
In a judicial career spanning 40 years I have engaged
in an extensive practice of law — served as County Attorney and Commonwealth Attorney — presided over
civil and criminal trials in McCracken County and have
spent the last 12 years with the Kentucky Court of Appeals.
Experience is a great teacher and successful performance of our job is a stepping stone to a more responsible one. The Supreme Court is the most important court
in Kentucky. It's decisions affect our lives each day. I
hope each of you will make a sincere effort to find out
which of the candidates for Supreme Court is best
qualified before you cost your vote.
I respectfully ask that you permit me to round out my
lifetime of service to the Kentucky Judiciary with a term
as Justice of the Kentucky Supreme Court.
•

Sincerely yours,
ROY N. VANCE
paid fa ay Roy Vane Campaign Cornetts* J. Lane Peck, Paducah Ky, Treasurer:

financing for up to 48 months
You have the option of choosing 8.8% A.P R finanang with any of our new Case 90 senes farm tractors purchased
between September 1 and October 31, 1962 Purchase must be financed through J I Case Credit Corporation

414
OR

1uw

OR

special super rebates up to $9400
for cash purchsees

of=weivth:g.r
Instead of 8.8% A.P.R finanang, you can
choose•warrer-of-tinanoe-ctuirges option
under the plan. if you buy any of our new Case
farm tractors. finance charges we be warred
from data of purchsee until Juno 1, 1983 Purchase must be financed through J I Case Credo
Corporation

Waiver of finance charspos
on used farm tractors
If you buy one of our used farm tractors
maks, between September 1 and Orlohr.
1982, %nonce charges will be waived from ,181P
of purchase unei kswch 1, 1983 Purcheee muu
be financed through J I Cass Credit Corporation

you choose this rebate
no-hnanang option %nth
the purchase of any of
cur new Case farm frac
tors. Case we send you
a check for the dollar
amount opposite the
Case model you buy
Rebels may be applied
toward your purchase
pnoe NOTE Govern
ment AgencresDepad
merits do nor qualify for
rebates

EUGNILE
ISCOEL

CASs
ISSIIATE

111,400
$8,000
oes 448 $6,400
, nue tile $5,400
no i-es $5,000
nes 2-s• $4,200
MO 44811 ,
MI6 4-111

ELIGIBLE
1100E1

CASH
FSATE

sus 2.ws $3,800
ass sr 83,200
141111 sr
$2,800
me a $1,11118
ne v $1,5110
time $1,3110

pkas...
specialfactory selling allowances
ta make your trade even better
Offers valid September 1 thou October 31, 1982 See us now

Mal EQUIPMENT CO.
503 Walnut

753-3062

Celia
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Muray Ledger Dr runes

headline

New process will
distract hydrogen
They posed with their goggles on for the
photographers in the laboratory at Texas A & M
University: intrepid scientists revealing their
discovery to the waiting world. Dr. John Boekris,
head of the university's hydrogen research center,
called a press conference to announce that he
discovered the cheapest method to extract
hydrogen from water using solar energy.
Bravo. But in whose opinion is the discovery
valid? Bockrts, who has not published this
research, is part of a growing trend to announce
scientific discoveries by press conference rather
than publication in scientific journals. And his announcement comes just weeks after a similar
breakthrough, by a UC-Berkley professor, appeared in the September issue of the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences.
A decade ago, academicians complained of the
threat of "publish or perish," the demand to prove
professorial worth by publishing in scientific or
scholarly journals.
Now, the pressure, especially among scientists
looking for research grants, seems to be to
"publicize or perish" — to be the first to get notice,
in order to be the first to get money. "Publicize or
perish" is bad science.
There is nothing new about competition among
researchers in white coats: the achievements of
science have come from the harnessing of human
ambition as much as from devotion to pure science.
But that competition has always been closely
regulated by peer review.

Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these cabmen, write to
HearUine, 114 East Dayton ST., Wait
Alexandria, Ohio 46381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: Our grandaughter,
who lives with us goes to college. She
receives an education payment each
semester from the VA. However, the
check that should have arrived this
month did not. What, should we do
and how can we prevent this happening in the future? B.N.
ANSWER: The Veterans Ad-

mstration has some suareaboas to
help students avoid delays in their
VA education payments.
Every month MAI VA checks
worthmore than:M lalffikla are
mailed to veteran-abadsits and to
eligible dependents, and the agency
wants to do everything poseitie to
avoid delays.
In an attempt to avoid partible
delays,the VA suggests:
• When a student feels the hdtial
payment for the school term has been
delayed, he or she Mould check with
the school to find out the date the
enrollment certificate was sent to the
VA. At least four weeks should be
allowed from that date before an
education check can be expected.
• If an advance payment check is

impeded, the Masa should make
—'the required 'Min request
teas dished. The specific request for
the alessee maim abodld have bean
aidnititted to VA at beset a month
been the beginning of the MOIMPOOK
• abidents who have gotten educetion benefits in the past should consider whether an overpayment is
outstanding. If an overpayment mists, current benefits are withheid until the overpayment is recevered
bythe VA.
For further information on posable
education payment delays contact
the nearest VA regional office. Tollfree numbers are listed in the white
pages of the telephone book under
"U.S. Government."
HEARTLINE: I am new to the

Wirray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON, President &
Publisher
MATTHEW S.SANDERS,Managing Editor
TED DELANEY, Circulation & Production
Manager
RICK ORR,Advertising Manager
BOB TAYLOR,Classified Manager
ALICE ROUSE,Business Office'Manager
The Murray Ledger & Times(USPS 306-700
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Inc., 1001 Whitnell Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served
by carriers, $3.50 per month, payable in advance. By mail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington. Ky., and Paris, Buchanan and
Puryear, Tn. $24.50 per year. By mail to
other destinations $39.50 per year.
To reach all departments of the
newspaper phone 753-1916.
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member
of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper
Publishers Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Murray Ledger
& Times.

ANSWER No You can cancel any
kked of ingurance anytime you want
You should notify the company. but
that le not absolutely necessary You
amid simply not pay the premium
when it on due For full
lion on health insurance and
Medicare supplements that very well
could prevent your wasting Um* or
Money.
. order a copy of our "Guide to
Health Insurance and Medicare Si
pigments" To order, send nee to
Headline, Dept HI. 14 East Dayton
Si , Wad Alexandria. Ohio 45381

looking back
into murray's past

Unemployed workers
turn down job offers
Each year for the past five years workers from
Jamaica have been-Arought in the New England
state of Vermont to work the autumn harvest of apples from orchards along the state's New York and
Massachusetts borders.
These workers are paid the minimum wage —
$3.35 an hour — but top pickers, laboring industriously, can boost the pay scale up to $7.50 an
hoar.
This year, with unemployment reaching more
than 6 percent of the state's 500,000 population, the
Vermont Job Service sought out unemployed
residents to see if they would like to get back to
work on a job picking apples.
The job service sent postcards to 10,000
unemployed persons registered with the office. It
conducted advertising campaigns for apple pickers
in newspapers and on television. Finally, all the
growers seeking apple pickers were brought
together with those out of work to conduct interviews. Nobody was knocked down by the rush.
The job service said only 395 out of 30,000
unemployed persons indicated they might be interested — and it is believed less than 100 actually
accepted apple picking jobs. Again Jamaicans had
to be brought to fill out the picking crews.
Now picking apples doesn't require tremendous
rakiI1R One must be able to handle a 20-foot ladder
and make sure the fruit isn't bruised when taken
from the tree. Almost all Vermont apples are for
table use — mostly McIntosh — and they must look
their best.
The recruiting effort started in July with.the goal
of organizing an all-American picking crew. But by
Labor Day, when harvest season started, it was
clear that Vermont's unemployed wanted no part of
apple picking. They were content to live on their
unemployment checks — and at least one out of
work Vermont Yankee declared he wouldn't go
back to work unless he received his usual wage of $8
an hour. The Jamaicans had to be recruited for
another year.
The apple crop in Vermont is minuscule compared to the apple and pear crops of the Pacific
Coast states. One wonders if Washington, Oregon
and California have made an effort to recruit the
unemployed as pickers and are experiencing the
same sort of lethargic response to job offers. Here
we are in the midst of a serious recession —
unemployment running more than 10 percent in
many areas — and employers have to send out to
foreign countries for workers.
What's happened to the old-fashioned Yankee
work ethic? It seems to us that those out of work in
Vermont and other states as well should accept the
jobs that are available and help this country get
back on its feet.
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Brown wants movement to spread
There's no
FRANKFORT
business like show business...
Sorry folks, but I got distracted for
a moment while reviewing the story
on Gov. John Y. Brown's patriotic
speech here Sept. 1 to kick off a "Buy
American" campaign sponsored by
labor and business.
The event was appropriately staged in the Capitol's rotunda, and the
governor made his speech after the
strains of "Stars and Stripes
Forever" had drifted to the upper
reaches of the dome.
It was duly recorded on national
television.
Brown said the program only symbolized what he termed the "trickle
down,(mocking President Reagan(,
theory that has started in Kentucky.
He said he wanted the movement
launched that day to be "spread
around the country."
He hit the patriotic tempo with
"Yes, I think it's really time to start
stumping for America. To be an
American or not to be an American,
that is the question."
The story on the front page of The
State Journal went on to explain his
stance, saying, "He challenged
business leaders and corporations to
call attention to the large number of
foreign imports and to join in the Buy
American movement in order to save
jobs and help the economy."
International Harvester had announced final closing of its huge plant
in Louisville. Ford Motor Co. has
slowed down production at some of
its plants in Louisville until business
improves. ARMCO Steel had laid off
hundreds of workers in Ashland,
among other recession moves that
had moved Kentucky's unemployment rate to among the highest in the
nation.
Meanwhile, across the street in the
Capitol Annex, the purchasing division of the Department of Finance
and Administration was preparing to
renew a contract for the purchase of
German-made typewriters because
they are a few dollars cheaper than
those made over at Lexington by Internatonal Business Machines. The
company came to Kentucky in the
1950s and had 6,700 employees on its
payroll as of Jan. 1 this year according to an IBM spokesman.
The company pays a huge tax bill
every year on its widespread plants
and sales facilities in Fayette County
while its highly-paid employees send
millions of dollars in income taxes to
the statels general fund each month.

The state has bought 21 German
made Olympic typewriters from the
P.H. Owens Co. in Lexington on the
contract and saved $11611 on their purchase, Fulton Fattier; purchasing
director in the Department of
Finance said. The state purchased
these machines in early October on a
contract that had been renewed Sept.
30 for another year. The state also
has a price contract with IBM for
typewriters, but the IBM machine
that met the state's specifications is
about $41 higher than the Olympic
that is made in Wilhelmshaven, Germany.
"We've got no choice under state
law," Farmer said. 'The model procurement code says the lowest and
best price" for the one that meets the
bid specifications. "I'm not going to
violate the law."
The state has bought IBM equipment for years. Fanner has served
in purchases off and on for more than
20 years. He came back from retirement to work in the Brown administration.
Farmer said IBM had been extending Kentucky the same terms as
those of the General Services Administration of the Federal Government. "They have a different pricepurchase agreement with us this
Urn. that doesn't extend us the same
terms as GSA," Fanner said.
The Sept. 1 story concluded with
these paragraphs.
"Today's events kicked off a month
of activities that will include other
rallies, a billboard campaign and
Buy American programs sponsored
by Kentucky business.
Nearly 20 state banks, led by the
Monticell Banking Company in
Wayne County, have lowered interest
rates to 12 percent for the month of
September as part of the Buy
American movement.
Most of the activities are being
coordinated by the state Depatment
of Labor and the Public Protection
and Regulation Cabinet."
A secretary who received one of
the German-made typewriters said
the IBM she hd was "sent out into the
field" where one as needed. "Olympic won't service machines in the
field," she said in explaining the
swap out.
When September was gone, the
patriotic show had closed and foreign
made typewriters moved onto the
scene in Frankfort in October.
There's always been debate about
the "lowest and beg,terms in state

purchases. The lowest prices naven't
always been the best and the favored
administration friend seemed to
have the "best" prices.
Now, about that law. Brown didn't
pay any attention to it when he
bought the $1.8 million helicopter
without legislative approval. Nor did
Transportation Secretary Frank
Metts pay any attention to the law
when he let a turnkey contract for a
bridge in Shelby County.
But, Kentucky is run like a
business. There's no business like
show business...

today
in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 1, the 306th
day of 1962. There are 60 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Nov. 1, 1962, the United States
exploded the first hydrogen bomb in
a test at Eniwetok in the Marshall
Islands.
On this date:
In 1509, Michelangelo's paintings
on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel
were first exhibited.
In 1756, an earthquake struck
Lisbon, Portugal, killing 60,000 people.
In 1765, the Stamp Act went into effect in the British colonies, prompting stiff resistance from American
colonials.
In 1963, South Vietnam's president,
Ngo Dinh Diem, was assassinated
during an army coup.
Ten years ago: Democratic
presidential candidate George
McGovern accused President Nixon
of making "undercover deals" with
big business to assure his re-election.
Five years ago: Amsterdam police
iumounced that abducted Dutch
millionaire Marcus Canuna had
been released.
One year ago: Treasury Secretary
Donald Regan said tax increases to
help cut future budget deficits should
be delayed until 1983 or 1984.
Today's birthdays Magazine
publisher Larry Flynt is 40.
Thought for today:"People do not
lack strength. They lack will." —
Victor Hugo, French writer (11,1186).

Tea years age
Sixty-six employees of the Murray
Division of the Tappan Co. were
welcomed to Tappan Quarter Century Club at meeting at Holiday Inn
Macon Blankenship said this brings
Murray club membership to 114
employees with 25 or more years of
service.
Deaths reported include Hamel
Brown, 6$, Joe Pete Ely and R I.
Wallace,ft
Kathy Lockhart, Donna Jones,
David Buckingham, Cindi Alexander
and Deborah Bell, all of Murray, are
Murray State University student,
named to Who's Who Among
Students in American Universities
Births reported include • boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James H Houoden.
Oct. V
Mr and Mrs Lester Nanny will
celebrate their 26th wedding anniversary on Nov 6 with an open house at
their home.
Twenty years ago
Charles Perry, Id, was killed Oct.
30 in a tractor accident on State Line
Road east of Hazel.
Calloway County Farm-Qty Banquet will be Nov. 15 in ballroom of
Student Union Building at Murray
State College, according to Prof
Arlie Scott,chairman for the event
Mr. and Mrs. B.C. Suitor obeerved
their 60th wedding asmihrersary on
Oct. 38.
,
Anne Wrather, Janice Cherry and
Andrea Sykes, all of Murray, are
three of the 10 candidate@ for Meld
Queen of 1963 at Murray State College,
Emma Sue Hutson reviewed the
book, Absolutely Perfect
Housekeeper by Elinor Smith, at the
meeting of the Zeta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
Thirty years ago
Undergoing a 15-week course in
Gunners' Mate School at United
States Naval Training Center, Bainbridge, Md., is Hubert R. Barrow,
seaman, USN,son of Mrs. Lanie Barrow of Hazel.
Deaths reported include J T
(Tom ) Workman,77
Harry Hampsher, minister of
music at First Baptist Church, will
direct the music at convention of
Baptist Student Union at Georgetown
College.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mathis, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Warren Melton and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. William Barker,
all on Oct. 30.
Peggy Rowland, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. E.L. Rowland, and
Hendon, son of Mr and Mrs. H.H
Hendon, were married Oct. 111 in Corinth. Miss.
Mrs. James Harris was hostess for
the meeting of the Protemus
Homemakers Club with Mrs J.D
Rogers giving the lesson.
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Murray Woman's Club members win honors
Four members of the
Murray Woman's Club
won first place for their
entries in the needlework
and crafts contest of the
First District of the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Club.
The meeting was
Thursday, Oct. 21, at the
Holiday Inn, Mayfield,
with the Clinton Woman's
Club as the host club. The
Mayfield Community
Woman's Club hosted a
coffee hour prior to the
business meeting for the
125 members from 16
area clubs.
Winning first place in
the contests were Mary
Elizabeth Moore, needlepoint pillow; Betty
Beaman, cross stitch
quilt; Carla Rexroat,
photography; and Betty
Thompson, hand woven
basket.
Three Murray
members received second place. They were
Toopie Thomas,
crocheted afghan; Mary
Moore Lassiter, knitted
afghan; Sallyanne
Sawyer, drying and arranging flowers.
Third place honors for
Murray members went to
Lilly Wrather, crewel
pillow; Mary Elizabeth
Moore, knitted sweater;

Coldwater United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Young Women
will meet at 7 p.m. at
home of Janice Stone.
Murray-Calloway
Camera Club will meet at
7 p.m. Annex of Calloway
Public Library.

Virginia Crihfield,
miniature rug counted
cross stitch; Toopie
Thomas,appliqued quilt.
Mrs. Crihfield, second
vice president of the club
and in charge of the contest entries, said she was
pleased at the number of
women entering items in
the contest.
The entries in the contest are now on display at
the Calloway Public
Library.
-Attending from the
Murray club were Oneida
Boyd, president; Ann
Brooks, first vice president; Mrs. Crihfield;
Evelyn Wallis, recording
secretary; Gerry Reed,
Bess Kerlick, Frances
Galloway, Jean Bennett,
Peggy Billington, Desiree
Hosick, Irma La Follette,
Rosanna Miller, Betty
Lowry, past state president, and Cecilia Brock,
vice governor of the
district.
VINEGAR IN WASH
Soak colored clothes in
water with a little
vinegar, then wash normally to prevent colors
control corder 753-3314 from running.

CHERI

Coming community events are listed
Monday, Nov. 1
Northside Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 7 p.m. at home of Janet
Marvin.

411.111110 • •
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DISPLAYING THEIR winning entries in the contest of First District o4 Kentucky Federation of Women's Club were (from left) Batty Thompson, hand
woven basket, Betty Beaman, cross stitch quilt, Carla Rezroat, photography,
and Mary Elizabeth Moore, needlepoint pillow, all from Murray Woman's Club.
At right is Ginny Crihfield, contest chairman for the club.

Miirray Ledger & Timm

Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
as follows: Lottie Moon
with Mrs. Marvin Mills at
7 p.m. and Kathleen
Jones with Mrs. Harry
Erwin at 7:15 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 2
of Sinking Spring Church
will meet at 7 p.m. with
Janet Paschall.
Election
—UTtoday with
polls to open ate a.m.
Group II-of First Christian Church CWF will
meet at 2 p.m. in church
library.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Health Center.
4,0=0
Alcoholics Anonymous
will meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
club house.
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet
at 10 a.m. at church with
executive board to meet
at 9 a.m. and coffee to be
served at 9.30 a.m.
Returning Students
United will meet from
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in
Room 100, Ordway Hall,
Murray State University.
Singles Class will meet

Tuesday, Nov. 2
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
as follows: Dorothy with
Mrs. George Shoemaker
at 10: 30 a.m.; Bea
Walker with Mrs. G.T.
Lilly at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at the lodge hall.

Wednesday, Nov.3
Murray -Calloway
County Ministerial
Association will meet at
8:30 a.m. in cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Free blood pressure
tests will be given from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.

Hazel and Donglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

rusider, Nov.2
at 8 p.m. in Farrell
Recital Hall, MSU.

Goshen United
Methodist Church is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at church.

Cherry Corner Baptist
Murray Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at 7 Church mission groups
p.m. at Gleason Hall, are scheduled to meet at 7
North 12th and Payne p.m. at church.
Streets. For information
Mission groups of Flint
call 489-2244 or 753-8345.
Baptist Church are
Baptist Women of Sink- scheduled to meet at 7
ing Spring Church will p.m. at church.
have a mission study at
10:30 a.m. at church.
Administrative Board
Bethel Baptist Bible and Campaign Workers
Study will be at 6 p.m. at Dinner will be at 6 p.m. at
home of David Cunn- First United Methodist
Church.
ingham.

at 7 p.m. at Seventh and

Concert by Truth Band,
World Hunger Banquet
Poplar Church of Christ sponsored by Baptist Stu- will be at
5:45 p.m. at
dent
Union, will be at 7
building.
First Baptist Church.
Activities by senior p.m. in University Center Reservations should be
citizens will be at 9:30 Ballroom, Murray State made by Tuesday noon.
a.m. at Dexter Center; 10 University.
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Mission groups of SinkPercussion recital by
Annual Quad-State and Douglas Centers; 10 Tim Peterman, percus- ing Spring Baptist
Festival Chorus Concert, a.m. to 3 p.m. at Ellis sion instructor at Murray Church will meet at 7
State University, will be p.m.
Robert K. Baar, coor- Center.
dinator, will be at 7 p.m.
in Ballroom, University
Center, Murray State.
Board of -MurrayCalloway County Mental
Health-Mental Retardation Board will meet at 4
p.m. at Comphrensive
Care Center,704 Math St.
Chapter M ol P.E.O.
will meet at 7:30 p.m.
with Mrs. Hugh Oakley.
Southwestern District
Dental Hygience Society
will meet at 7 p.m. in
Room 20, West Kentucky
Vocational School,
Paducah.

CECELIA, Murray, vice governor of
First District of Kentucky Federation of Women's
Club, served as a judge in the artwork entries in the
district competition at Mayfield.

______-

Tuesday, Nov.2
Baptist Young Women
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EVERY TUESDAY
IS

7:15,9:10
The night
no one
comes home
HALLIPWEE111

TACO TUESDAY

SEASON OF
THE WITCH
710.855

WORK IS UNDERWAY for the Annual Holly Berry Bazaar at the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, scheduled for Saturday, Nov. 13,
starting at 8 a.m. Working on craft items are (from left) Anna Miller, chairman
for the bazaar,Jean Moore,Zeffie Woods and Mary Lou Johnson.
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NOW OPEN IN MURRAY-641 N.—ACROSS FROM STADIUM
chestnut st. 753-3314

BUY ANY ONE
SWEATER IN STOCK
SAVE50%ON
SECOND SWEATER!
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Savings in Women's
and Men's sweaters!

(2nd sweater equal value or less)

SWEA

any two
sweaters from the
entire stock...the first
at current price and
the second at /
1
2 price.
Crews, boatnecks,
turtles, v-necks,
cardigans. vests,
handknits, stripes,
shetlands, and novelties.
Comfortable,
fashionable styles in
popular fall and winter
colors.
Watch for additional
sale items in pants,
skirts, dresses and
outerwear.

R
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MAURIC S
V

M AURICES'AM
,
CHESTNUT HILLS MALL

CUB SCOUT PACK 76 of North Calloway Elementary competed in Cub Olympics at Carson Park, Paducah, Oct. 2, bringing home six winners. Attending
were, (left to right), back row, Carol Wedhorn, Nancy Tabers, Janet Hopkins,
Janice Chapman, leaders; second row, Timothy Young, Jason Haley, Allen
Jorden, Matt Hopkins, Ray Lynn Fennell, Edward Chapman; front row, Robert
Tabers, Chris Garland, Chris Pritchett, Curtis Wedhorn, Dan Duncan, Joshua
Yoak, George Cassity, Jason Adams, Russell Tabers. Winners were Allen
Jourden, Chris Pritchett, Ray Lynn Fennell, Jason Adams, Robert Taber! and
Dan Duncan. Jo Beth Adams and Clarence and Jane Pritchett assisted the
leaders. Also attending were Vickie and Robert Jourden and Zetta and Randy
Young.
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We Announce
With
Pride
Anne Corum, bride-elect of Joe Graves
has selected her bathroom, bedroom
Linens and accessories as well as other
gift items for her new home from our vast
selection ofgifts.
Anne and Joe will be married Dec. 4,
q
4 1982.
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Superstars
officers
elected
Superstars 4-H Club of
Southwest Calloway
Elementary School
elected officers at the October meeting of the club
at the school.
Lee Ann Steely was
elected president, Tommy Atkins as vice president, Amy Bailey as
secretary, Kim Shelton
as treasurer, Michael
Winters as recreation
leader, Jason Prescott as
flag leader, Justin Kelso
as reporter and Kevin
Phillips as song leader. '
The next meeting will
be Monday, Nov. 1N, after
school dismisses.
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Spanish event Wednesday

leainey'3 2ay
By Rainey Apperson

Bask education is alive and well
here. The schools in Murray and
Caileway County are teaching the
basics and one of these basics is
Ca—.
Both superintendents, principals, and teachers have been
very interested in the arts. They
are looking for every opportunity
to bring art to the chikiren.
Me pander so many people here

datebook

wort so bard to bring the arts to
our school children. The children
appreciate this and are not reluctant to show it.
Recently the Mexican
Polkloreca Ballet was brought to
Murray to the chikiren in grades 1
through 6 in Calloway County by
the Civic Music Association, in cooperation with the Kentucky Arts
Council, the schools, the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club and Murray State
University

Tbe children Intheir owit way
have been saying a big '11makyes". Rebecca Hoke,speaking for
all of her classmates at
Southwest. sent Libbey fake.
Jim)Hart a very warm note.
Miss Cooper's second grade at
Southwest drew pictures of the
Mexican group and sent the pictures, with their love, to the Civic
Music Association Here is ens of
the best drawings, done by
As I said at the beginning, the
courtesy of a thank you is a beak
response - thank goodness we are
back to the bowies.

Canverestimial Speed* Cameo. apaasered by
Calloway Ceenty Public Library. MO
their 11
1i* merle sa Wedoneday. Nwee.s
1=
will meet with Library Vehmteses. Malt Truster
and Fr
at the Linn Reeled at kill p.m. kr a
potluck Meier af
Entartalmeat sal include huonweee MAL
Swish Mmikians sod dowers from Thersaimi
Scheel ef Dance.

Tennis banquet at club
A tissimpt fer all groups of Ladies Timis el Mw
ray Osuotry Club wiS to Theraimy. Nov. 4. at 6.30
pm at the club Illis will be a paha* with A snap
I. brine a vegetable ft grow•soled and C group•
dowiert

Ministers plan meeting
Murray-Calloway County Mialeterial
will meet at 11:34 Lin Wednesday In the celeteria 01
the private dieing room of the kturray-Calleway
County Hospital
Mrs. Susan Hart will probect plans for the Annual
Dickens' Cluistmas. Dr. Walter E. Mischke. Jr , is
president of the MCCA.

Schaeffer in deployment
Marine Leers CO David l. Schaeffer, sea el
Delano Schaeffer, Rt. 1. Dexter. recently dspbsyed
to the Waters Pact& as•member of MAU Service
Support Group(G)37, Slat Karim Amphibole.
Unit(MAUI, Kassab* Bay. Hawaii The group consists of the rainforred bid Battalion. 3rd Marinas
and infantry unit. the rompoade Marine Medium
Helicopter Squadron 113 and the UM(;
The Service Support Group has maintenance.
supply. heavy construction and medical facilities-to
provide support for the irsfiintryrnen and aviators
The 1.100 Marines and sailors !seining the nucleus
of the MAU are embarked aboard amphibious ships
specially destgned to transport combat personnel
Dunne the deployment. the men will participate in
various training exercises in the Philippines and
port visits are 'scheduled for several Far Eastern
countries.

Yard sole scheduled
Home Department of the Miwray Woman's Club
will have a yard sale on the club's premises at South
Seventh and Vine Streets on Satawday, No,. S. from
a.m. to 2 p.m. In addition to a wide selection at
items, bakery goods will be available.
Workers will meet Friday, Nov. 5, at I p.m. to
assort and price articles. For *impsor additional
information call 713-1043,713-4011 or 71041131.

Tennis ploy Tuesday
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, Nov. 2. from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
at Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at
10:30 a.m. at Dakota Feed and Grain. Substitues
will be Deanna Parker and Pat Weatherly.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Cecelia
Brock, Annette Alexander, Carol Waller and Renee
Wynn; Court Two — Vickie Holton. Cathy Mattis,
Kathy Kopperud and Cindy Dunn.

Leslie Claire Tucker born
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Tucker. 125 North 11th Si.

Mayfield. are the parents of a daughter, Leslie
Claire, born Tuesday. Oct 11. at Murray-('alloway
Ceenty Hospital. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs
-Timmy
Carlisle. Mayfield. and Mr and Mrs Nick
A World Hunger Banquet, sponsored by BYWs
Tucker, Rt. 4, Mayfield.
and Betty Sledd Group, will be Wednesday all:45

Church banquet planned
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Caffeine study ofstudents conducted
••■•••

WASHINGTON(AP) —
Students cramming for
tests, balancing a little
sleep with a lot of coffee,
apparently don't have to
worry about the caffeine
affecting their overtaxed
memories, say researchers.
Suspecting that caffeine might affect recall,
psychologists at the
University of Minnesota
in Morris tested 80 college students to see if coffee was defeating the purpose of their cram-allt ritual.
P. Blount and
Iles Cos said
Wednesday that the
stimulant seems to have
little or no effect on
remembering recently
learned material.
"We expected to find
some difference in
memory, bur we found
none," Blount told a news
briefing at the annual
meeting of the American
Psychological Association.
"Caffeine's effects on
memory are different
from the effects of
depressants and different
from common beliefs
about caffeine," said the
reselirchers.
The study involved the
volunteers learning standard classroom material
in an hour-long session
and being tested on it 48
hours later.
The students, divided
into four groups, drank
two cups of regular or
decaffeinated coffee during each session but
didn't know which type

they were getting.
One group drank decaffeinated coffee on both
occasions; a second had
regular coffee on both; a
third got decaffeinated
during learning and
regular brew at test
Lime; and the final group
had regular coffee first
and decaffeinated later.
"No significant effects
were found for the
recognition of concepts,
recall of pictures, recall
of parenthetical case
studies, or recall of interest catching anecdotes," the researchers
said.
However, an effect was
noted in the recognition of
the exact wording of
sentences, but it depended on personality type.
For unknown reasons,
extroverts, who are
outgoing, reacted differently from introverts,
who are more private and

shy.
Meanwhile, another
researcher said
preliminary results of a
study she worked on
showed babies born to
methers who consume
even moderate amounts
of caffeine are slightly
premature and have
poorer muscular reflexes
than other infants.
Previously, studies
have noted similar effects from heavy consumption of caffeine,
such as more than five

MIL/-!t. • •
6

cups of coffee a day.
Moderate consumption
would be around two to
five cups.
Sandra W. Jacobson, a
psychologist at Wayne
State University in
Detroit, said the study
also shows that the offspring of cigarette
smokers are smaller at
birth and are less irritable than others.
But she said the effects
of nicotine and caffeine
on children in the study
were generally small.
.•.•
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Bel Air Center is
pleased to announce
that Anne Corum;
bride-elect of Joe
Graves, has made
her selections from
our Bridal Registry
for Decorative Accessories. Anne and
Joe will be
December 4, 1981
•••- •
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UNIVERSITY CENTER BALLROOM
Tue Nov 2, 1982 7:00 pm
Tickets:

$3.00 advance
$3.$0 at the door

Tickets on Sale at:
Baptist Student Center
Chamber of Commerce
People's Bank-Downtown
Sponsored by Baptist Student Union

25%
Off

Olympic Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
753-6882
Mon.-Sat. 9:30 a.m.-8:00 p.
Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m.
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Hooks-Cooper wedding vows said at church
Miss Deborah Lin
Hooks and Thomas
Michael Cooper were
married Friday, Sept. 24,
at Kirksey Baptist
Church. The Rev. Otis
Jones officiated.
A program of nuptial
music was presented by
Mrs. Gela Edwards,
organist, Mrs. Cindy
Cossey, pianist, and Mrs.
Janice Compton and
Mark Hardison,
vocalists.
The double ring
ceremony was said
before an altar centered
with a 15-branch brass
candelabrum flanked by
two 15-branch brass
spiral candelabra. Fresh
flower arrangements of
light orchid were used in
the center candelabrum
as well as in baskets on
each side of the altar.
Family pews were
designated with orchid
satin bows and ivy.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert (Sonny) Hooks.
She is the granddaughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Magnus
Hooks of Murray and of
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Hudson of Cadiz and the late
Robert Bogard.
Mr. Cooper is the son of
Mrs. Joan Cooper and the
late Lowell Cooper. He is
the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. George Taylor of
Hazel and of Halford
Cooper of Puryear.

Tenn., and the late Mrs
Zitell Cooper.
The bride
The bride was escorted
to the altar by her father
and given in marriage by
her parents.
She wore a formal
gown of white organza. It
was designed with a vyoke, inlayed with lace,
adorned with seed pearls
and a stand up ruffle
around the yoke.
The sheer bishop
sleeves were cuffed with
lace and edged with a tiny
ruffle. The flared skirt
was encircled at the
hemline with four pleated
organza ruffles edged
with matching lace and
formed a chapel length
train.
She wore a fingertip
veil attached to a Juliet
cap overlaid with chantnly lace and pearls. She
carried a white lace fan
decorated with silk orchids and greenery.
Her traditional
something old was her
great-grandmother
Bogard's gold wedding
ring on a chain;
something new was her
gown; something borrowed was her slip from a
friend; and something
blue was her garter.
Miss Ginger Compton
was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Beth Hooks, sister of the
bride, and Mrs. Carol

Rogers and Mrs. Debbie
Gray, sisters of the
groom.
The attendants wore
identical floor length
gowns of orchid organza
with flounced off the
shoulder necklines on fitted bodices. The soft dirnal skirts had double
flounced hemlines.
Each attendant carried
a white lace fan accented
with orchid flowers and
baby's breath.
Miss Julie Pittman,
flower girl, wore a dress
identical to the attendants. She also wore a
halo of silk flowers and
baby's breath. She carried a white wicker
basket filled with orchid
silk flowers and
streamers.
The groom
The groom wore a
white formal tuxedo with
an ascot and tails and had
a white rosebud boutonniere.
Randy Roach was best
man. Groomsmen were
Jeffery Paschall, Rusty
Gray and Terry Rogers.
Ushers were Mike Hudson, Charlie Glisson and
Bill Glisson.
The men attendants
wore grey ascot tuxedoes
and had white carnation
boutonnieres accented
with baby's breath.
Jay Phillips, nephew of
the groom, was
ringbearer. He wore a

gray tuxedo with tails. He
carried a white heartshaped satin pillow
decorated with lace and
ribbon streamers.
For her daughter's
wedding, Mrs. Hooks
chose a floor length gown
of soft blue organza. Mrs.
Cooper, mother of the
groom, wore a floor
length deep blue
polyester knit dress.
They had corsages of
white orchids.
Mrs. Jenise Boyd
presided at the guest
register.
The wedding was
directed by Mrs. Clara
Jean Paschall.
Reception
A reception followed in
the fellowship hall of the
church.
The three-tiered cake
was decorated with orchid flowers and white
cherubs. At the base was
a fountain featuring orchid water. The cake was
toppd with a bride and
groom statuette in a
white gazebo.
Punch, mints, cake and
nuts were served from
crystal appointments.
The groom's table was
covered by a white cloth
and centered with a
groom statuette. His cake
was decorated with a
replica of his 4x4 truck.
Serving the guests were
Paula Maids, Kim Erwin
and Cornelia Jackson.

Mrs. Clovis Jones
directed the reception.
The couple left later for
a wedding trip to the
Great Smoky Mountains
National Park. They now
reside on Rt. 1, Stella
community.
Rehearsal dinner
Mrs. Joan Cooper,
mother of the groom,
entertained with a
rehearsal dinner at the
Colonial House
Smorgasbord. The couple
presented gifts to their attendants.
Bridal events
Bridal events included
a household shower given
by Mrs. Janice Compton,
Mrs. Mary Jane Key and
Mrs. Linda Littlejohn at
Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples
Bank; a tea given at the
home of Mrs. Clara Jean
Paschall who was
assisted in the hostesses'
duties by Mrs. Brenda
Wyatt, Mr3. Helen Doran
and Mrs. Verline Mar; a
personal shower given by
Ginger Compton, Paula
Mania, Kim Erwin and
Cornelia Jackson.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Michael Cooper

Peterman to present percussion concert Tuesday
Tim Peterman, percussion instructor at Murray
State University, will present a percussion recital
at 8 p.m. Tuesday in Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Assisting will be three
other members of the

music faculty, Dr. Gerald
Welker, alto saxophone,
Dr. Stephen Brown,
piano, and Philip Sample,
flute.
Music will be "Divertimento for Marimba and
Alto Saxophone" by
Akira Yugama, "Grand

Fantasy" by Raymond
Helble, "Harper Set No.
1" by C. Deleone,"Variations on Lost Love" by
David Maslanka and
"Concerto for Marimba"
by Robert Kurlui.
Peterman, on a oneyear appointment,
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previously taught at Northern Arizona University
and at Southwest Texas
State University. He
earned the B.A. degree at
California State University in Sacramento, the
M.M. degree in performance at Arizona
State University and currently is working toward
the D.M.A. degree at
Noth Texas State University.
Peterman, who is a
timpanist with the
Paducah Symphony, also
has had symphony experience as a percussionist with the
Sacramento Symphony
and the Sacramento Civic
Ballet and as a timpanist
with the Flagstaff Symphony Orchestra.

Model says
not worried
about aging

Save now on Moore's
very best quality
latex interior
paint

rA\

AVollSd

Get in gear for action with savings
on all Nike e apparel and footwear.
These fast pacers, and all in store!
Sale $12 to $16. Nike e warm-ups
of acrylic/cotton. In solids with
contrast piping and logo. S,M.L,XL.
Reg. Sale
Hooded sweatshirt .. 19.99 16.00
Cuffed sweatpants .. 17.99 14.40
Crewneck sweatshirt 14.99 1200.

200'

Of
Off
t°.
Selected
wall
‘<t11.1n1111 \lo
REGAL
vinyl &
Carpet
Vol Pro Flat
WALL SATIN'

Sale 6.40 Reg. 7.99. Nike e T-shirts
in two terrific knits. Grey cotton/
poly. Or all cotton in choice of
red, white or blue. Sizes S,M,L.XL

Beautiful, lasting
velvety flat finish
for walls & ceilings.

Latex

Gal be,!kets
699
n s only

Large selection of decorator
and custom colors.

'3 off all NikeRshoes.
Sale 17.59 Reg. 21.99. Nike*
Monterey II running shoe for men
and women. Sturdy nylon/suede.
With arch support, herringbone
traction sole
Sale 19.19 Reg. 23.99. Nike(P., 10-cut
All Court canvas shoe for
basketball or tennis. Men's

Standard
Colors

-Sate 16.79 Reg. 20.99

Nikee hi-top
Court Press canvas shoe for allaround use Rubber compound
sole Men's sizes
Sale prices effective through Sunday.

Nov. 1 -Nov. 6
$9!A?
Carrico Paint &

Floor Covering
753-3080 Murray,

210 W. Main

NEW YORK (AP) —
Christie Brinkley says
she doesn't worry about
getting "old and wrinkled" because she always
will have things to do
besides modeling.
Aging "is not my
nightmare," she said in
an interview in the Nov. 1
issue of People magazine.
"It's just happening, little by little, day by day. It
doesn't bother me
because I have so many
other things I want to do
and those have nothing to
do with the way hook."
Miss Brinkley, 27, who
has been on more than 150
magazine covers and is
working on a beauty and
health book, said, "I can
be a photographer and be
old and wrinkled. I can be
an artist, old and wrinlded; I can be an actress,
old and wrinkled."
PHOTOGRAPHS
In 1924, the first
automatic transmission
of photographs across the
Atlantic Ocean was made
from London to New York
in 20 minutes.

Ron 8,
Joyce's

Monday Special Chicken Fried Steak $229
with Soup & Salad Bar $2"
Soup and Salad Bar Only $1"
11 a.m.9 p.m.

Tuesday Special 6 oz. Sirloin Steak $229

Fri.-Sot.
il a.m.10 p.m.

JCPenney PRE-HOCID ‘Y SALE
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

with Soup & Salad Bar $2"
Soup & Salad Bar only $1"
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Sale 21.99
and $24
Soft-touch pullover
tops classic cords.
Sale $24 Reg $30. Subtle heather-tone v-neck
velour with contrasting engineer stripes. Cotton/
poly/acrylic. S,M,L,XL.
Sale 21.99 Reg. $28. Always popular, classic cords
with one button back pocket flap, and '4" front
pockets Waist sizes 30-42

Flannels, the perfect
cold weather choice.
Sale 12.80 Reg. $16. Dovellae brushed twill plaid
shirt in all his favorite colors. Long sleeve, with one
matched chest pocket. Cotton/poly. S,M,L.XL.
Sale 19.99 Reg. $27. For casual wear year-round,
tri-blend flannel slacks of poly/Orlon e acrylic/rayon
with coordinating belt. Waist sizes 30-42.
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Save $3 on
Sale 13.60 Reg. $17. Striped jersey
rugby shirt of poly/cotton. S,M,L,XL.
Sale 14.40 Reg. $18. Sweatshirt style
of poly/cotton jersey. S,M,L,XL.
Sale $12 Reg. $15. Young men's fitted
plaid sport shirt. Cotton/poly. S,M,L,XL.

JCPenney PRE-HOLIDAY SALE
•1982 J C Pennity Company Inc

Sale 10.50 Reg $14 Yarn dyed flannel
shirt Cotton S M.L.XL
Saki 10.50 Reg $14 Softly brushed
acrylic plaid shirt S M L XL
Sale 815 Reg $20 Warm cotton
corduroy shirt with quilted lining
S.I.41,Xt.
Italie prices effective ihr0u91 Sunday.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080
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Louisville student
to compete for
monopoly crown

Doctor gave apt advice

DEAR DR LAMB — I your kidneys is controlled by
have high blood pressure hormones, mainly aldosand have been taking a terone and some effects
diuretic for many years. I from cortisol, which are
never add salt to my food formed by your adrenal
and my wife is careful to use glands. These hormones act
as little salt as possible in on your kidneys to help reguher cooking. Otherwise I eat late salt elimination in your
urine.
normally.
In one of your columns If a normal person conyou said, "If'w you drink sumes excess sodium-salt,
enough water, the salt you water will be drawn out of
don't need will be filtered his cells to dilute the salt
out by your kidneys." I content in the blood and the
asked my doctor if I would kidneys will eliminate the
have to take the diuretic the water and salt slowly. The
rest of my life (I'm 71) and kidney can only increase the
why I couldn't just drink a concentration of sodium it
lot of water. He said water eliminates in the urine withdoesn't remove the salt. May in narrow limits. As you lose
I have your comment on water from your body cells
this7
to dilute the salt in your
DEAR READER — You blood and fluids outside your
are mixing apples and cells, your cells would
oranges. My comment refers become dehydrated. This
to the normal healthy indi- can cause serious problems.
vidual who consumes a rea- Obviously, if you drank
sonable amount of salt in a plain water in sufficient
standard diet. Your doctor's amounts you would not need
comments referred to you as to draw water from your
an individual and you have a cells. The volume of your
specific medical problem blood and water outside
which alters the way your your cells would expand. In
body functions. Both state- your case that would tend to
increase your blood presments are correct.
The body can control the sure. But in a normal person
amount of sodium-salt it that excess water intake
retains within limits. The would enable the normal
sodium elimination from kidney to slowly eliminate

Lawrence E. Larnb.M.D.
the excess sodium you took urn and Potassium Balance,
which will give you some
If you lose too much salt information on salts in food.
from sweating, diarrhea or Others can send 75 cents
other diseases your kidney with a long, stamped, selfwill try to conserve salt. The addressed envelope for it to
urine will contain little or no me, in care of this newspachloride from sodium chlo- per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
ride. Excess water will be City Station, New York, NY
eliminated from the blood at 10019.
first to try to maintain a
healthy concentration of
salt. This leads to a small
blood volume and it can lead
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
to shock and kidney shut
down. The remedy is simply (AP) — The Republican
to give the person salt. In congressional candidate
such extreme conditions it is in the 3rd District claims
often given intravenously. his campaign has been
The recovery is almost damaged by Jefferson
miraculous and rapid.
County Judge-Executive
Certain diseases cause a
change in hormone balance Mitch McConnell.
Carl Brown, a member
that affects the kidneys'
of
the Fiscal Court panel
ability to eliminate sodium
salt. Heart failure is one. presided over by fellow
And limiting sodium intake Republican McConnell, is
.
...auses a decrease in blood challenging incumbent
volume and fluid outside the Rep. Romano Mazzoli, IDcells which, in turn, lowers Ky.
blood pressure. That is why
But, Brown said Friday
diuretics are used in high
in
a speech to about 100
blood pressure, as in your
Republicans at a rally,
case.
So follow your doctor's "Mitch McConnell has
advice since you have a done more to hurt my
medical problem. I'm send- campaign for Congress
ing you The Health Letter than Ron Mazzoli ever
10-12, Salt: Your Vital Sodi- did."

Charges made

DISCUSSION — Ray Harlan, vicowesident oil
Zone 7 of Civitan International. discusses Often
affairs with Wayne Williams and John Emerson
of the Murray Civitan Club. Williams is the current Governor of the Kentucky District of Civitan
International and Emerson is the SecretaryTreasurer of the Kentucky District. Williams
and Emerson and several other local Civitans
will represent the Murray club at a District
Council meeting Nov. 12-13 at Cave City, Kentucky.

NEW LEADE
— A new group of officers
took over the leadership of the Murray Civitan
Club on Oct. 1 for the 1982-1983 year. They are
seated from left Ronnie Pool, treasurer; Prentice Dunn, president; Willis Johnson, presidentelect; Virginia Bolen, secretary and Adeline
Wilson,sergeant at arms. The newest member of
the local Civitan club is Mrs. Lilly Williams, who

wasinitiated Oct.7.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — He doesn't care
for Pac-Man, but put Darryl Holland beside a
Monopoly board and he's
in his niche.
He doesn't look like the
kind of person who would
send you into bankruptcy.
but Holland becomes
fiendish when he gets his
hands on a bankroll of
play money and a pair of
dice.
"I like breaking
everybody to the last penny," said Holland, the
Kentucky State Monopoly
Champion 1982.
This week, the 18-yearold duPont Manual High
School senior will be
making his bid for the national championship in
Washington,D.C.
The route he took to the
state title began when
Holland was a child and
his mother gave the family some games for
Christmas.
"Monopoly was the one
everybody got attached
to," he recalled.
Frequently, he and
some of his four sisters
and five brothers would
gather for a marathon
evening of Monopoly. It
sharpened his skills.
So when Boys' Club of
America and Parker
Brothers Inc., which
makes the game, sponsored a Monopoly tournament in Louisville last
month, he and his brother
DeShaun, 17, challenged
each other to enter.
"We all went in nervous, just shaking," he
said. They played 90

minute rounds for a
variety of prizes, including a Monopoly
board.
"They could have kept
that," Holland said.
"After 6% hours of
Monopoly, I didn't want
to sce another board."
He beat out 35 others
for the title.
Holland spends about
10 hours a week doing
volunteer work at the
Ormsby Boys Club.
Equally as important at
the Monopoly championship, he said, was an
honor bestowed by the
state Boys' Club
organization — being
selected Kentucky's Boy
of the Year 1981-1982.
He plans to study child
care and early childhood
development at Murray
State University next
year.
As far as the video
games that have attracted other youths,
Holland said he doesn't
care them.
"It never really turned
me on," he explained. "I
don't like sticking my
quarters in something
when I'm not going to get
anything back in my
hand."
He's practicing for the
Monopoly tournament
every other day with his
family. In some cases, he
admitted, "they've been
beating me to death."
As for the tournament,
where he will be competing with 50 top contenders, Holland said
"I'm very nervous. I'm
just going to try my
best."

W.F. CHUMLEY, M.D.,
PAUL BOOM, JR., M.D.,
And
KENNETH PEAT, M.D.
Wi,sh To Announcq Thql,"
N.ASS1R SAGHAFI,'M.D.-".
Has Joined Them For The Practice Of
Radiation Oncology
•
At
Western Baptist Hospital
Paducah, Ky.

RE-ELECT

ASTEROIDS
4

VIDEO
(INIE S

D444 4,a 44
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BOYCE G. CLAYTON
EDUCATION: Graduate of Murray State
University and Un""ersity of Louisville
Law School.
EXPERIENCE: Judge on the Court of Appeals and Supreme Court for 8 years;
Commonwealth's Attorney for 6 years
in Marshall, Calloway, and Livingston
Counties;
City Attorney in Benton for 4 years.

Atari® Video Computer System With CombatTM Cartridge Program
Enjoy fast-paced action and true-to-life sounds with the Atari' Video Computer System"A. Includes console, 2 joysticks, 2 paddle controls and Combat Game Programm° At K mart'
Street Raoersr"Game
888
Missle Command Program TM
21.97
Asteroide Video Game
24.97
•oth•f Game Programs Sold Separately

VOTING RECORD: During my first 8 years
on Kentucky's highest court I have participated in the disposition of more
than 3,000 cases, one-half of which involved criminal appeals. My opinions
and votes in these cases show my disdain for technicalities that often set
the guilty free. Despite criticism by the
Courier-Journal for my conservative
views, I think a consistent and commonsense approach is preferable over
a highly technical and more liberal
one.
-

RE-ELECT
BOYCE G. CLAYTON
JUDGE, KENTUCKY SUPREME
COURT
Paid far by Candidate, Dm anytime, Treanor*.
Resta 11, Ileatee, kawitaky 42025
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Rp representatives examine handicapp

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frames brake
FOR TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 2,11182
What!dad at day will tanisrrow be? To find sat whet the
stars say, reed the famed
&eater year birth alga.

Representatives of the
Nashville Resource Accent Project(RAP),were
on the Murray State
University campus Oct.
n-22 to conduct a RAP
Mainstreaming Confereoce to enhance the
capabilities of those
working with handicapped individuals.

Underwear
firm expects
biggest year

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 411
04
BOWLING GREEN,
Finances could become an Ky. (AP)
— Despite the
issue between loved ones.
economy, sales for Union
Avoid impulsive decisions
reg,arding career interests. Underwear Co. could
reach an all-time high
Watch extravagance.
this
year, board chairTAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20 Nii
? man John Holland said
The work load is heavy and Friday.
Although the company
mentally you could become
overtired. Comparison shop has felt some effects from
regarding tours, hotels and the recession, Holland
estimated that sales
travel.
would reach $519 million
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
in 1982.
Your love life could worry
He told the Chamber of
you and yet you may be mak- Commerce that since
ing mountains out of 1975, Union Underwear
molehills. On an impulse, you has increased sales from
could overextend credit.
$187 million to $473
CANCER
million in 1981.
(Jane 21 to July n)
In 1975, Fruit of the
A family member may not Loom
men's and boys'
be in the mood for company.
Romantic fantasizing can in- underwear, the mainstay
of Union's product line,
terfere with job concentration.
had a 19.5 percent share
Avoid distractions.
of the market. That
LEO
figure increased to 29.4
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Business negotiations could percent by 1981 while the
bog down over details and total market showed little
higher-ups may be difficult to growth, Holland said.
He said the company,
deal with. Don't abuse health.
whose headquarters are
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) 1/011. here, has benefited durThe cost of legal advice may ing the economic slump
be prohibitive. Don't get in from product awareness
over your head. Mixing through advertising, a
business and pleasure is not quality product and being
recommended.
in the low price range.
LIBRA
The company has near(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
ly 15,000 employees in 17
An argument with a family plants in Kentucky
and
member could erupt over dif- other
states, Holland
fering philosophies. You're
said. Union is the second
not in the mood to take risks
largest employer in Kenwith capital.
tucky with a payroll of
SCORPIO
nearly $80 million per
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Meer' year.
Despite pleasant company,
you may withdraw into
*ourself. Dwelling on Problems is not the way to solve
them.Banish worry.
SAG/TTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
There are plenty of interruptions to interfere with work
progress. You may have to put
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
your foot down to get the (AP)
— Alan Baker,
privacy you need.
plant manager of Lord
CAPRICORN
Corp. in Bowling Green,
(Dec. 72 toJan. 19) Via
Your suspicions may be was elected chairman of
well-founded regarding a the board of directors of
business matter, but in your Associated Industries of
personal life you may need to Kentucky.
Baker succeeds R.
be more trusting.
Richard VanHorne,
AQUARIUS
president of Anaconda
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Care is needed in real estate Aluminum Co. in
transactions. Make sure the Louisville. Last year,
people you are dealing with Baker served as senior
are ethical. Escapism could vice president of the
lead to misadventures after board and replacing him
dark.
in that position is W. Nor'
,men
man Ogden, plant
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) )(
manager of Square D Co.
Some problems arise in of Lexington.
communications with others
Associated Industries
in business. Clarify your view- is the state's
largest
points. A pushy friend could general
business group
upset you in the evening.
with 5,000 members, acYOU BORN TODAY are incording
to S. Rayburn
tense, magnetic and sensitive.
You're idealistic, but need to Watkins, president. The
learn practical ways to make organization was formed
your dreams come true. You to work for a favorable
have the ability to bring ciut business, tax and labor
the best in others, yet need en- climate to encourage
couragement yourself to make economic development in
the most of your own talents. the state, he added.
Thomas E. Prow, plant
Medicine, writing, film, acting, interior design, dance manager of Sealed Power
and music are some of the Corp. of Franklin, and
fields in which you'll find Elmer J. Bashore, plant
fulfillment. A desire for finan- manager of Scotscraft
cial security often attracts you Inc. of Scottsville, were
to the business world, but elected to the board of
you're more at home in the directors at the convenarts and professions.
tion Thursday.

nip Nashville RAP is
based in Peabody Callow
of Vanderbilt University
and provides trailing and
techokal asidetatice to
programs working with
handicapped children in
Alabama, Keenecky and
Tennessee.
Judy Whitten, dirertor/local handicap coordinator of the Murray
Head Start program.said
workshop sessions are
designed to benefit
anyone who will be worklag with handicapped

chijores of

their wage, with Natimisi Meet Start
especially sdecation. Millth is October, isciedspecial edec•ties. ad Mar wertshop seepeydleiegy and model ism cooducted
we
work majors. —Tliey timeend
(workshop perticipmds)
Dr- Aka Boma, ildoin
get information sad tont profemor of spacial
specific recommends- education at Murray
dons that enable diem to State, connected ewe at
have ressonabie *meets- the sessions titled
tions of handicapped 'Mammies $tress is Dalchildren and enable them ly Work with Special
to plan to meet the needs Needs Childres."
of the handicapped
Moline that the COD.
child."
fereace is "activityThe conference, con- oriented." Bessie said it
ducted in conjunction offers
Porttellmits
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

variety of Merest son
stow Mitch feces on onceptienal cbildres. It
desk with mastic anggenie's Is looking web
handicapped in
dividrashi."
Other sessions Mended
in the program aro:
"Adaptiag Physical
Canalise for Special
Needs Mikes Through
Laagimge and Movement.** conducted by
Sylvia Brinkman.
physical movement
teacher, Oak Rids*

(Tem I Heed Siert.'Ilse
Ideseilkcatien of Lammas
Pr•bl•ms in the
Prudent Chet" cawdinged by E. Marein
ask amistont preterit
eaceptiesal child
adecatlea at Wasters
itaisteeky Ualversity
mid *Vain Mew as a
Teeclang Teel for Handicapped Preschool
Childrea." cosidected by
Dr. Arthur Harvey.
assestate prefemer of
medic edscatioa at
Eastern Reatecky

Usivervity
The Nashville RAP
presided a cortIllesie ef
Mlnithinee to each con
krona peelkipeol at the
concionse ofibe son
dem
Wert*. won praiser
se Used Start lisolb eaNonally by Administratts
of Childroe, Teeth and
11401011111 I ACYT)Caw
missioser Clareace
Hodges ACYF Is •
brunch of the Depotmeat of Health and
Homes Services.
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D&T
Warehouse Foods

It's The Total On The
Tope That Counts

623 Seeth 4th

Prices Geed While Sepplys testi

Martha White

Flour

Meal
Margarine
764 1.189'

5.76'
$1.59
Williams

S

Murray,17.

Martha White

41244?

Plant manager
to chair
board group

ed capacities

ausage

Uptou

Tea Bags $1"

r Mild Lb
Hot eli

Turner

10th.

Ice Milk
94

Potatoes

..9
1/2 Gal.

Taw
•

'0

Onions
1 84

111/4

Totinto

Pizza

Perkily

Trail Blazer

96

Asserted Variety

Field

Dog Food..329

Wesson Cooking

Pro Leaguer

Oil
....Si 99

SO'th

Mimi Facial

Tissues
99

250 Ct.

Del Monte
We have Jefferson Island
Meat Salt and Sugar Cure

Corn 2 19
Lucky Leaf

Pop-RIte

1010

Nabisco Ritz

Applesauce Crackers
$1
12
9
°9
3

Popcorn
S el 59

16 Oz.Cam

4 LB.

for

16 Oz. lox

1977 Granada Ghia
Local car, block
AM-FM, AC

groy velour, automatic

68,000 miles

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

Coke, Sprite,
Tab or Mello Yello

I Pet
160i.
Pies
Deposit

641 S. Murray
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MSU harriers win individual honors
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)
— Gary Ribbons of Murray was the individual
star, but it was the Akron
Zips who won the team title with five finishers in
the top 12 in the Ohio
Valley Conference men's
cross-country championship Saturday.

52 seconds better than
rtutnerup Jim Luth of
Akron.
Akron, with Dan
Schtunaker taking third
and Ray Jackson fourth,
recorded a team score of
29 in claiming its first title in any sport since joining the OVC. Murray, the
defending champion, was
Diane Stewart of Mur- second with 49 points.
ray won the women's
Middle Tennessee was
race, but Eastern Ken- third with 79 points,
tucky placed five runners followed by Morehead
in the top 10 to capture State with 100, Tennessee
the women's team title.
Tech with 130, Austin
Ribbons covered the Peay with 169 and
10,000-meter course over Youngstown State with
the Arlington Golf Course 179. Eastern Kentucky
in 30 minutes, 53 seconds, did not field a men's

Gary
Ribbons

Diane
Stewart

team.
cumulating 35 points to
Schumaker covered Murray's 44.
10,000 meters in 32:06 and
Lisa Renner of Eastern
Jackson in 32:09. Middle was sixth in 19:27 and
Tennessee's Jeff Skinner Austin Peay's Mary
was fifth in 32:16.
Delaney finished seventh
In 19:29. The Eastern trio
Stewart ran the of Barb Wildermuth,
women's 5,000-meter Ellen Barrett and Linda
course in 18:50 in Davis rounded out the top
defeating Eastern Ken- 10, recording times of
tucity's Maria Pazarent- 19:29, 19:33 and 19:41,
zos by 16 seconds.
respectively.
Murray's Deanna DenAustin Peay was third
nison was third in 19:10, in the team standings
followed by Sharon with 73 points, followed
Johnson in 19:12 and by Middle Tennessee with
Austin Peay's Mary 92 and Morehead with
Johnson in 19:25.
123. Youngstown, Akron
Eastern claimed four of and Tennessee Tech did
the next five spots in ac- not enter teams.

State prep cross country results

Calloway County claims sixth,13th in state meet
From AP and
Staff Fteports
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Daviess County
was the top point-getter
in the boys and girls competitions Saturday and
took both title trophies in
the Class AAA state high
school cross-country
championships.
Daviess County, with 59
points, outdistanced runnerup Louisville Trinity
by 14 points while, an the
girls side, Daviess had a
43-102 bulge over runnerup Louisville Sacred
Heart.
Covington Catholic ran
up 106 points to nip Knox
Central, with 113, for the
boys Class AA title while
Danville won the girls title with 54 points to runnerup Clay County's 97.
Calloway County teams
produced a sixth place

tudsh in boys' competi- County, with 72 for the
tion and 13th in girls. girls crown.
Mike Wicker (13th
Mark Berry of
overall) and Barry Louisville Manual won
Knight (15th) led the the Class AAA boys inLaker harriers. Pam dividual title, covering
Knight's 17th place was the 5,000-meter course in
tops for the Lady Lakers. 16 minutes, 11.6 seconds.
Freshman Jimmy Clay Collier of Lexington
Manning was third Tate.s Creek was second
among the Laker in 16:27.1, while Barry
finishers placing 71st, White of Louisville
Mike Harlan (76th), Paul Southern in third at
Vaught (86th), Darrell 16:32.7.
Harris (111), and Mark
Daviess County's top
Thorn (134) also ran for runner was Scott KatCalloway.
chuck, who was fourth in
Melissa Miller (90), 16:40.5.
Kris Miller (95), Bonnie
Hutchens (109) and Jennie Richardson (123)
rounded out the Lady
Laker squad.
In Class A, Fort Campbell shaded Dayton 96-99
for the boys title while NEW YORK (AP) —
Trigg County, with 58 The National Football
points, got by Anderson League Management
Council's executive committee was studying the
striking union's latept
contract demand, a
three-year, 81.1-billion
package. Even without
seeing it, though, one of
the owners already hates
it.
"They're not going to
get three years," the
owners' executive comONLY
mittee member said of
the union plan. "If they
think they're going to get
it, they're crazy!"
The Management
Council, the owners'
bargaining unit, formally
offered its 81.28-billion
package Sunday afterNOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
noon. On Sunday night,
CONVIENENT DRIVE THROUGH WINDOW
the union countered with
its plan — and a council
executive committee
member countered with
753-0045
MOW St., Hurray
his comments. "They'd
better take this, or

Rib Plate
& Med. Drink

Thomas Highlands, who
was clocked in 16:41.1.
Sam Carrico of
Owensboro Catholic was
third in 16:54.
Robbie Marshall was
the top finisher for champion Covington Catholic,
taking fifth in 16:56.4
On the girls side in AA,
Melissa Thomas of Union
County was timed in
11:00.1, with Pam
Raghlin of Bourbon County taking second in
11:11.4. Janet Hord of
Taylor County was third
in 11:15.9.

Gavin Gaynor of Hancock County captured the
boys Class A title in
15:54.1. Fort Campbell's
Darrell Smith was a distant second in 16:34.3
followed in third by Lexington Catholic's Doug
Mayberry in 16:37.8.
Bath County's Kim
Hawkins took the Class A
girls title in 11:03.1, with
the Trigg County duo of
Margaret Hendrix and
Kitty Davidson taking second and third. Hendrix
was timed in 11:35.0 and
Davidson in 11:41.3.

NFL Management Council committee
studies latest players'union proposition

99

T.J.'s BAR-B-O

MURRAY
013i.s'
4kc

something close to it," he
said of the owners' offer,
"or we can all go home."
The owners'
negotiators spent 45
minutes discussing the
proposal with union
bargainers, then talks
were recessed for the
night.
The 42-day-old strike
has claimed six regularseason weekends.

One of the player
representatives assembled here at the union's
behest said it could be the
last weekend to bite the
dust. "The settlement is
reality by Wednesday,
and possibly we're playing by Sunday."

deadline for saving the
season.
Under the union plan,
which would cover 198284, 80 percent of tiwk.$1.1
billion would be, in effect,
placed into a central
fund, administered by the
union and used for
salaries, incentive
If they're back on the bonuses, pension benefits
field Nov. 7, they'll meet and other player-related
the NFL's unofficial
(Continued on Pg. 11)

Hunt-Rouse win MSU tennis tourney
Murray State sponsored its second Pro
Celebrity Tennis Tournament Saturday to raise
money for the school's
tennis program.
Each "celebrity"
donated $100 to the MSU
program and was teamed
with a player or former
player at Murray State.
Celebrity Eddie Hunt
teamed with Reggie
Rouse to defeat celebrity

Channel
13

TELEPHONE
(502) 753-1916

*HBO Listings
*Local News
*Community Calendar
*Murray State Statistics
*24 Hours Weather
*National News
*School Report
*Sports - Game Scores
*Stock Market

On the girls side in
AAA, Nancy Crutcher of
Oldham County ran 3,000
meters in 10:56 to defeat
Jeanne Sapienza of
Louisville Central, who
recorded a time of
11:10.5.
Wendy Frazier of Lexington Henry Clay was
third in 11:13.4. Daviess
County's Ann Ray was
fourth in 11:24.1.
Mike Wilson of Rowan
County won the boys AA
title in 15:49.4, almost a
minute faster than runnerup Mike Ling of Fort

Robert Williams and Eric
Tistharnmer, 6-3, 6-2, for
the championship.
In the semifinals HuntRouse knocked off Roger
Westfall and Hunt
Smock, 4-6, 6-4, 6-3; and
Tisthammer-Williams
beat Buddy Parker and
Bobby Montgomery to
advance.
Other celebrities who
either played or contributed included Walt

Apperson, Gary
Haverstock, Hal Houston,
Ed Chrisman, Denny
Lane, Tom Clark, Fred
Austin, George Long,
George Oakley, Jim Hall,
Chuck Hoke, Mansfield
Farmer, and Fred
Steward.
Ben Hogancamp was
director of the "very successful fund-raiser," according to MSU tennis
coach Bennie Purcell.

SPECIAL RATES
for your Colorful advertising
medium NOTE: You can choose
from 8 colors Red-Blue-GreenYellow -Violet-Black -White Brown

Prime Time Insert Rates
The following rates are Prime Time Insert Rates.
When available, they guarantee 168 inserts per
week, 24 inserts per day.

Plus local Advertiser's Specials
Watch For Upcoming Contest

By JIM RECTOR
Sports &Mar
By the calculations of Billy Wise, Kentucky High
School Athletic Association admini.4.;.or in charge
of football, Calloway County will not be participating in post-season playoffs.
The Lakers (7-3) finished their season in a threeway tie with Union County (5-5) and Lone Oak (5-4)
each with 4-1 district records. According to Wise's
calculations, both Union County and Lone Oak have
accumulated 12 points in the Dickenson System, the
state format used in tiebreaker situations.
Calloway has only 11.
Teams are awarded points for each victory over
an instate school. The instate school's record
against other instate schools is also considered in
awarding points.
Games against common opponents (district
games) are not considered in point calculations.
Because Calloway's schedule only contains 10
games and since two of their contests were against
Tennessee schools and also since Calloway was
beaten by Union County, the Lakers' playoff hopes
were nixed.
"We hate to lose it like that, but of course if we
had beaten Union County there would have been no
question about it," said Laker coach Sam Harp
after he called Wise this morning. The Lakers did
beat Lone Oak but all three — Calloway, Lone Oak
and Union will share the championship.
"That's something they can't take away from us
— the co-championship," Harp said.
Last year the Lakers won the district with a
perfect 5-0 slate before losing to Franklin-Simpson
in the regional playoff. The Lakers ended their 1961
campaign with a 9-3 record and both West Kentucky
Conference and First District crowns.
This year Calloway repeated as WKC champs and
now shares the co-championship title.
Because playing out-of-state teams uo not count
in the Kentucky tiebreaker system, Harp said the
Lakers will only schedule in-state schools in the
future.
Friday will be the end for a majority of the state's
prep school regular season activities and locally
Lone Oak visits Murray High at 7:30 p.m.
The Tigers (6-4) are also involved in a possible tie
situation in the First District, Class A, race.
After beating Russellville last Friday, the Tigers
posted a 4-1 district record to 3-1 marks by both
Russellville and Ballard Memorial.
Ballard (4-5) is virtually out of the race, according to Wise's calculations, although the
Bombers still have a contest remaining at home
against Grrenville. liusse11,0* must pt Fwit,an
County (5-5,g-2) to round out itsSchedule.
If Ballard beats Greenville and Russellville wins
as well, then a three-way tie would exist between
Murray, Ballard and Russellville. In regular season
play, Ballard beat Murray, but was beaten by
Russellville.
Wise indicated Murray had the best chance
among the three teams to be the district champions,
but he refused to make an official declaration until
after Friday's games.
One possible stumbling block for Murray would
be if Russellville lost at Fulton County and Ballard
beat Greenville.
Ballard would then be tied with Murray, both with
4-1 district marks, but because of the Bombers'
earlier victory over Murray, Ballard would win the
right to advance to the playoffs.
If a three-way tie develops, Wise told Murray
High Athletic Director Eli Alexander, the Tigers
currently have the advantage in the point-system
ratings. A victory over Lone Oak would insure Murray of a playoff spot in the case of a three-way tie.
Wise also said Lone Oak must beat Murray to win
the right to advance to the regional playoffs.
If Lone Oak loses and Union County beats
Owensboro Appollo, then Union County would advance.

Ky.Prep Playoff Schedule
Friday Nov.5
Jefferson Co. AAAA
Lou. Trinity vs. Lou. Valley.
Lou. St. Xavier vs. Lou. Doss.
State AAAA
(Dates and times TBA)
1st Region: Christian Co. at Owensboro.
2nd Region: Marion Co. at Oldham Co.
3rd Region: Lex. Bryan Station at Clark Co.
4th Region: Boone Co. at Ashland.
Class AAA
1st Region: Lone Oak or Union Co. at FranklinSimpson.
2nd Region: Elizabethtown at Grayson Co.; Dan,ville at Franklin Co.
a.
3rd Region: Coy. Catholic at Fort Thomas
Highlands; Cawood at Lincoln Co.
4th Region: Breathitt Co. at Russell.

Open Rate
$5.00 per day...$35.00 per week
30-Day Contract. $4.00 per day...$28.00 per week
13-Week Contract $2.75 per day...$19.25 per week
PLUS-EACH 30 DAY or more contract will
place your business name in the TV Guide
Section of the Murray Ledger & Times as a
CABLE 13 NEWS Sponsor
each week of contract.

Lakers eliminated
from state playoffs,
Murray still hopeful

Tie your advertising $'s
together
on
CABLE 13 NEWS

Drawing To Be Held Saturday, Nov. 6th
Tune into Channel 13 for Details

Class AA
1st Region: Mayfield at Fort Campbell; Glasgow
at Edmonson Co.
2nd Region: Fort Knox at Bardstown; Bath Co. at
Rowan Co.
3rd Region: Boyle Co. at Corbin.
4th Region: Whitesburg at Morgan Co. or
Prestonsburg.
Class A
1st Region: Murray, Russellville or Ballard
Memorial at Tompkinsville.
Ind Region: Ky. Country Day at Carroll Co.(winner advances to meet Paris).
3rd Region: Beechwood at Raceland.
4th Region: Cuniberland at Williamsburg;
Jenkins at Paintsville.
Saturday Nov.6
Jefferson Co. AAAA
Lou. Southern vs. Lou. Seneca.
Lou. Butler vs. Lou. Ballard.
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Kuhn backers keep fingers crossed
•

CELIMIS — Dm:ideated in same glass, Gis Mere claimed the Brat isethall
ellempieseldp at the Calloway County Little League program Saturdey.
Membersat the Oilers are (feud row, him lett) Fred Jones, Nathan Nhodow,
(ascend row) Shay Mitchell, Steve Tidwell, Ramie Dawson, Stove Houghton,
Bldg Mom,Pleads Jones,(third row)Jamie Shields, Meaty SaUs,Ken Caney,
Rine Rateliff, Michael Mansaing, Jamie Paschall,(back row) Calvin Gibson,
BariFugue= and Reber!Jones.

CHICAGO (AP) —
Bowie Kithis's lischers
km& set gives ip al the
peablift of as llth-osur
deepreieshis that would
wee his job as baseball
cemmiiiioner. bat sense
owners aim mid prtvalely they mould not Ms out
yet amour alley in the
long-debated issue.
Peter O'Malley, owner
of the Los Angoles
Dodgers and a staged'
Kuhn supporter, said
Sunday evening that
despite strong opposition
to the commissioner in
the National League,
there was hope for Kuhn.
"Several proposals
have been discussed, Including COOBA (the
acronym given a proposed super-administrator
who would work
alongside Kuhn). Of
course, in these discussions, COOBA has taken
many different shapes,"
O'Malley said.

Bambell's 38 owners their votes cosi/ be
were scheduled to vele Is •
kir
day sa Kuha's nedectisa They ham seggseled that
to a third seven-year the lia111111101ilinWee office
term as monnimiener of be imgmentell by die opbeishall. Kula needs a polotasst of a COOSA.
three-garter majority in which stands ter Chief
each league In be re- Operating Officer for
elected, meaning four Badases Affairs. Beth
votes in the National Busdi and Deublosisy,
League or Hee to the however. would ilheIn
American could oust him. ase COOSA given spiel
Of plater powers thea
There appear to be way
the osenseimioser. Kis
three nay votes in the AL
— Texas, Seattle and
New York — but the NL
has four relatively firm
"no" votes in St. Louis,
New York. Houston and
Atlanta. If those four vote
against Kuhn, another
two teams — Cincinnati
and Chicago — may join
them.

The Chargers, 3-4, tied
the game at 14-all with
4:27 remaining. Johnny
Abaft scored on a 16-yard
run, but the team failed to
go ahead when the twopoint conversion attempt
was stopped short.

CARDINALS — Members of the third place Cardinals (3-4) In the Calloway
County Little League football program include (trout row, from left) Gary
Mathis, Patrick Robinson, John Imes, Harry Henderson, John Wuest, Pat Gapton,(second row) Darren McCuiston, Jason Phillips, Scott Miller, Jimmy Cole,
Kevin Doyle,(third row) Jason Walker, Lonnie Henderson, Jeff Holmes, David
McCuiston and coach Phillip Darnell.

STEELEFtS — Members of the fourth place Stealers (14) in the Calloway
County Little League football program include (front row, from left) Greg
Lassiter,Scott Robinson,(second row)Mike Bucy,James Yeary, Nathan Clark,
Jerry Chadwick, Jeff Durham,Korey Morton, Robert Winchester, Jerry Starts,
Roger Herndon, Troy Turner, Kevin Kelly, Kevin Easley,(back row)Ken Bucy
and Gerald Turner.

Fred Jones put the
Oilers on top for good
when he rifled a 21-yard
scoring toss to Ronnie
Dawson with 1:21 left to
play. Monty Stalls ran in
the two-point conversion
and recovered a Charger

ve

Hendon s Service Station

Several of the dissenting owners, including
August A. Busch Jr. of St.
Louis and Nelson Doubleday of the Meta, have indicated, however, that
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Let Us Ser,ice and Maintain Your Vehicies

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES

College Football

Pro Tennis

Ina 14. Mono 13
tamsIt I.las J
lendedo
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Mliellemeft It bin It
Nobruis WItimee
MU& U.Picaoll
Tim U,
Maranuairis
Irwanum

Calk.P•MbellImo
UST
Ann 41,Calmonn I
Pan* U. Mom
PM1114140#2,14111111454 14
NUMMI 17. PIO 14

TOKYO I AP /
—
John McEnroe rallied
In both sets to defeat
Peter McNamara of
Australia 74. 74 for
the champiamhip of
the LIMAN Seiko
Super Tennis Tournament.
COLOGNE. West
Germany (AP) —
South African Kevin
Curren beet /Nemo
Glickstein of Israel$4,
6-2, 6-3 to win the
$73,000 Cologne Grand
Prix tennis tournament

fumble with 48 seconds
271trins 411, COW*,II
Nowle 41, Clocim21?
remaining to seal the
Yak U.Darssa U
Oiler victory.
a,.k.Ilia,
MOMS
Catakma IL la ammo
A/ablaut a,laniniepi a is
In the consolation
Swam
Duke Georgla Tick 23
a.Taws aaaa
playoff, the Cards (3-4)
Toon V.TaosTea,
MA& II, Ambers I?
T
1111mi.
MAIM
denied a stingy Steeler atAir ince a
ira
as
0•011.33. Womplata 3
tack and finally prevail11•1816321. Team Cliristlos 17
Aram SS.
n
PM.
lealrippi
O.
Ailmall
Cal a
Lamour
8-6,
ed,
in double overfloriknoi 21, 13 Conna It
taws& to
time.
Cnosubla.al.Tare pan 13
N Candleft a.. Corollas 3
Nein Limn V. Notry NI
a.iaa.a
Ininta.11.
The Cards had possesIlimilirems111,11 Mime
Raddon 1111, Rickman 13
sion first in the second
Tame 21. Baylor
isiammera.
*Mem al
OWEN, Cared* $il
Vira 77, Mil
overtime period and Pat
emsamp111- U.test,
Virgin lain U.Woodatay 3
Gupton hit Harry Henderhekr U
W
IC Candi= 3
Ntre -Los Veer 14
amird a,111~1.33
=WM
son with a touchdown
UCLA Id Orodai U
nano ft a.Maas T
pass on fourth down.
David MeCuiston banged
across with the winning
two-point conversion.
f41113 r to
LL)0 N Ath
The Steelers scored on
their first play in the second overtime when Mike
Bucy found Jerry Starkes
with a scoring pass.
However, fullback Roger
Herndon was stopped a
yard short of the goal on
the two-point try.
DAILY FLIGHTS BETWEEN MURRAY An manna
The Steelers finished
the year with one victory
in seven games.
From *orgy to Nashville
Frequency
Arrive
Depart
Flight
Mon.-Fri
6:40a.m.
7:26a.m.
101
12:43p.m.
Mon.-Sat
1:30p.m.
103
5:00 p.m.
Sun -Fri
105
5:46p.m.

Hendon's Service Station

suniiplArtine.i

Lewis aids soccer team
in doubleheader sweep
Chad Lewis led his
under-19 soccer team to
two home victories,
Thursday, scoring six
goals and dishing out
three assists against
teams from Martin,
Tenn.,and Paducah.
The Rogues, MurrayCalloway County Soccer
Association members,
pounded Martin in the
first game Thursday, 6-1,
then crushed Paducah, 91, in the nightcap at the
old city park.
The twinbill sweep improved the Rogues'
season mark to 13-2-1
with the state tournament
approaching, Nov. 13-14,
in Louisville.
Matt Harrington scored
twice in the Martin game

mestiogi host MOM In
DOOR Opposition to
Kelm had hulas In term
▪ mmehe smiler. Is the
veneer moullage of 111111.
aad the aligamest
amend Kees this reiambs beeleally doe lam
rem with twe
Baltimore andail
li
S
lial
whit* had
soil
A vein is Kidoes re- last Decee. him
ahead, was em the aim- Weems bathers of the
de for baseball's summer cammissioner.

SCOREBOARD

Undefeated Oilers
win football crown
Calloway County Little
League football finished
(3-4) in the. • y Its first season, Saturday
CHARGERS — Members of the second place
County Little League football program include (front row,from left) John Nix, with all four teams inTim Armstrong, Jason Lambert, Jamey Armstrong, Johnny Hutehing, Kevin volved in post-season
Wheatley, Charles Archer,(second row) coach Nick Ryan, Matt Yuill, Michael playoffs.
The Oilers rallied in the
Thorn, Johnny Ahart, coach Marty McCuisttn, Trent Campbell, Tripp Nix,
fourth quarter to become
N and Jimmy Houston.
Adam Chambers,coach B
the league champions by
beating the Chargers, r•t14. The Oilers finished the
year with a perfect 74
mark.

has maid he toeuM ast accept dotcemprombe.
"This is sat Put an
heme at Owed Kuhn."
IThlikeyoMt -Ile went
asheinis thst Bei or le
years Irma slew will still
be_d decisions. We're
talkies abed the strietun et baseball"

and teammates Arthur
Wulff, Donnie Grace,
Chad Lewis and Tim
Lewis each scored once.
Goal assists came from
Gary Galloway, Charles
Cella and one each from
the Lewis brothers.
Against Paducah, Chad
Lewis passed up several
scoring opportunities to
aid teammate's scoring
chances, and still ended
up with five goals for the
game.
Harrington, Mike
Phillips, George Moore
and Timmy Dagger each
contributed solo goals in
the second game. Assists
came from Moore,
Galloway, Tim Lewis,
Mitch Phillips, Steve
Beyer and Steve Grace.

From Nositville to Merrily
Depart
9:40a.m.
2:15,p.m.
6:40p.m.

arFllght
102
104
106

Frequency
Mon. -Fri.
Mon. -Sat.
Sun -Fri

Arrive
10:25 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:25 p.m.

SUNBIRD AIRLINES, INC.
489-2199
•

99.9% RETURN
ON INVESTMENT

NFL proposition...
(Continued from Pg.10)
expenses. The remaining
20 percent would go into
an owners' discretionary
fund, to be used for signing bonuses, free-agent
acquisitions, etc.
The union package
would be worth $320
million this year, with $93

million going for immediate across-the-board
wage increases; $380
million in 1983 and $400
million in 1984.
The management proposal leaves this year
open because the owners
have yet to add up their
losses.
AT NIS% Ja. IIPPEONCY,
SUMOlUir OMOS POITTASILJE
WARN COAT YOU JUST MOHO
Pa NOUS TO CIPMATIL

INVEST 1
EVENING IN
YOUR FUTURE

040usK You don't Mot to see your
1.
0:

heating dollars tinted

So pet a
heater that's Artually waste-free—a
99.9% rue-sencient ssro-suri•
venni Dorm.Motet NeorPt al the
money you spend on fuel returns to
You as hest Ancl It costs Just pennies
per 110113 to operate
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ACTUAL FIRST SESSION
THE DALE CARNEGIE COURSE
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Time Insurance Company's Major
Medical plan offers:
$1,000,000 in lifetime benefits per insured party.
Payment of all covered charges both in and out of the
hospital. Without schedules
A deductible you pay just once a year rather
than with each medical occurrence.
And the plan is area-rated so you don't pay
for higher risk areas of the country.
Call us for full details.

1534165
X4 bra 12111 St
Murray

Robert S. lough
awl Associates

There are Onvil portable kerosene
NNW'S tor @Very land of home and

Wilms& Al are MO towers..
000111011
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by Underwriters Laboratories
Get alle.t% return on your Meting
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Family continues to live with pain of Halloween auto acc
ident

PITTSFIELD, Maine
(AP) — Christopher King
did not measure his life in
seconds or his safety in
inches.
He approached Halloween 1961 with all the enthusiasm of a 7-year-old.
He would be Dracula,
with a flowing cape and
ghoulish mask.
, Across town, Karen
Huff, newly married and
23, spent the afternoon of
Oct. 31, 1981, at a party,
then returned home to
change clothes before
driving to a friend's
house.
Children were already
out trick or treating in the
gathering dusk as she
drove south on Hartland
Avenue. So she was being
careful, switching on her
headlights and driving
well below the 40-mph
speed limit.
Rudy and Bonny King
felt the gentle nudge of
anxiety parents sense on
this holiday. They worried about too much candy. They knew about
trick or treating after
dark. They had heard
warnings about traffic

and unsafe costumes
Christopher scrambled
in and out of the car, increasing his cache of candy. By the time the family reached Hartland
Avenue, he had ripped
and eventually discarded
his costume.
It was just after 6 p.m.
and the sun, below the
horizon, cast a deep
yellow reflection across
the western sky. Street
lights were on, but Police
Chief Spencer Havey said
later there were too few
to illuminate the roadway.
Mrs. King, holding her
3-month-old son, Ryan,
admonished Christopher
to watch for traffic. Her
husband also cautioned
his son, but decided not to
walk him across the
street. Neither parent
gave a second thought to
his blue jacket and dark
pants.
"Maybe I was tired or
Just lazy, I've played it
back a million times,"
King recalls, "He is a little boy, but he was starting to grow up. He didn't
want to have Mom and

Dad lead him to the
door."
Christopher walked
behind the car, his
Dracula mask perched
atop his red hair. He
waited for a car to pass
and started across the
road.
Midway, Christopher
pulled down the mask.
That eliminated his
peripheral vision.
King could see a small
Datsun coming,
headlights on, traveling
at what appeared to be a
prudent speed.
Christopher would safely
reach the sidewalk.
No one is certain what
happened next. There
were no screeching tires
or shattering glass, only a
soft thump and the wave
of panic that gripped
Karen Huff as she realized she had hit something.
"I never saw him. I
never touched the
brakes."
The impact lifted
Christopher onto the
car's hood, driving his
head into the windshield
wipers and carrying him
30 yards down the street.

Havey said his in- help him breathe more
vestigation showed that if normally. If it works,
Mrs. Huff's Datsun had Christopher may undergo
been traveling faster physical therapy in
than 26 mph, or hit him a Boston at year's end.
second sooner, -We don't talk about
Christopher would have the paralysis. Chris has
died.
accepted how he is; he
As it was, his neck was does the best he can do
broken and only the with it," Mrs. King says.
feverish work of
"He handles it a lot betemergency medical ter than most adults
technicians saved him. would,"says his father.
"They lost his pulse twice
Christopher studies
on road," Havey said. "I with a tutor for a few
thought the boy would hours a day. He is learndie. Maybe he should ing Spanish from other
have."
patients and teaches new
Christopher's will to words to his parents on
live helped him through weekends.
the night and a nine-day
Visits to New Haven
coma. His parents bor- are made easier by Rudy
rowed a camper and lived King's transfer to Fort
in the hospital parking Devens, Mass., where he
lot.
is a National Guard of"I guess it was one of ficer. Military insurance
those things you do when helped pay for
you love your son," Mrs. Christopher's treatment.
King says.
As autumn deepens,the
A year after the acci- Kings find themselves
dent, Christopher re- reliving Halloween.
mains paralyzed from the
"We won't ever let the
neck down. Doctors at kids go trick or treating
Yale-New Haven Medical again. It's just too painCenter in Connecticut ful," Mrs. King says. But
have implanted a device Christopher intends to
like a heart pacemaker to celebrate by being a

WED.THRU SUN.
NOV.18 - NOV.22

OPEN DAILY 9-9;SUN.124

Smart at a snail party in
the hospital.
Karen Huff, meanwhile, was so shaken by
the tragedy that she could
not even get ont of her
car. She took a leave of
absence from work and
didn't leave her home for
nearly a month.
Police tests showed the

car did not fail
mechanically, and that
dna:civ
et alcohol were
not
"If it hadn't been for
my husband and cousin
(a Pittsfield police officer) I never would have
made it through this. I'm
just getting to the point
now where I don't blame

myself," Mrs. Hoff asp.
The Kinp do notis
Mrs. Huh, although they
have not spoken to her
since the accident.
"She has had mesa
suffering, too," Mrs.
Ring says, a sadness
coining to her soft hazel
eyes. "It's coining Hallo-

NEW ME=
ANNOUNCED — The Mm-ray Rotary Club annonaced tsar
new members at a recent meeting. They are (from left) Eric Benson (sporting
goods-retail); Tripp Thurman (Associations-Senior Citizens); Joe Belcher,
president; Steve Hamm (lumber-retail); and Rick Jones of Hurt, Haverstock
and Jones,(law practice-civil).

WOULD YOU THE ACES®
LIKE TO
OWN THE
MOST
COMPLETE
STORE
IN MURRAY?
"Doubt comes in at the
window when inquiry is
denied at the door." — Ben- '
iamin Jowett.

BOBBY WOLFF
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Sports•Strategy• Action
Children's Learning • Gaming
2 Out
3 ea 1 1

TV not included

eb

K-Mart
Sale Price
Less Factory
Rebate
Your Net Cost
After Factory Rebate

TV +
• Versatile master component
• Exclusive overlay system for
EPOSO In making game decisions
• Special input keys select the
game functions and mOneuvers
• Midis-mounted action buttons
for right- or left-hand use

2 000
15=9Fu°n!'
• Object control disc maneuvers
accurately in 16 different directions for life-like realism
• Super-action games'• Football,
baseball, poker and blackjack,
armor battle, backgammon, morel
• Both challenging and exciting

CLEANERS
SAVE MONEY
Shirts
Drapes

20%
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Two FHA directors appointed
Farmers Haase Administration State Director, Kendal L Suiten.
has announced two appointments to the
Calloway and Manila

of Baton.
FMK& a credit army
of the Deponent of
Ad:rinds'', makes farm
ism lee real estate and

coentie's YMHA coml.&

well u for oeafann
aderpeina that supplanted %May INC011120. A
"credit arm of last
resort," the Agency has.
over the years, eroded
many farm families to
stay on the land and succeed in farming. A
special "limited
resource" program provides low interest loans to
young farmers and other
who have farming
capabilities but need extra help in getting
established
The County Office at
101 North Fifth Street,
Murray, is headed by
Carter D R

pereihmetise porpoise as

tee.
Larry Lee Hale bat
been named to a two-year
an
appointment to

nu

unexpired term formerly
held by Daniel C.
Winters. Charles M.
Burkeen has been named
to a three-year term. He
had previously served in
a temporary capacity.
In making the appointments, Seaton said,"The
Farmers Home County
f&d heifer at the Ores= Committee is a vital link
TOP HEIFER — The grand chmapion Polled
whew.She is owned by to local conditions. The
State Fair was CHG Mies Bay 51111, the senior divides
Agency counts on their
Sex.Murray.
DAUM ?ABM--Sueso 1111211.12. Ambers Redo t treshmais
Split Butte Ranch,Rupert,Idaho,and CharlesGray and
judgement, experience,
at Murray State Univereity, gnome one of the Jenny ems In the university
knowledge of people and
dairy herd. NW Barnett, a student easpiwyes at the dairy fans,it the MOWN
agriculture in their coinMethanol Jersey Jug Qum. a title ihe will held until Neveneber. lie was
mettles in selecting apfeatured an the cover et the October lone of Jersey Journal
plicants who have a
A bright,sunny day and Their senior and grand Lady Sara 604N is by reasonable chance of MCa Polled Hereford show champion heifer, CHG Gold Standard Sire EnThe FMHA County
Susan Barnett of Barnett Her father. a member of the
with the quality running Miss Kay 3M,is co-owned forcer 107H and is coassists the
Committee
and
Auburn Route 2 in Logan 1133 graduate of Murray Agricelbare Club
owned with Beartooth
deep into the classes at- with Charles Gray
Her high school acCounty, a freshman State, is a retired
tracted a large crowd to Son, Murray. She is a Ranch, Columbus, Mont. Agency in determing the
agriculture major at agriculture teacher who tivities Included both
the Oregon State Fair. September 1960 daughter The reserve junior chain- eligibility of applicants
Murray State University, continues with his dairy Future FarmersDenny Hoffman of of BHF Banner King 16J. pion heifer was SBR Ad- for FMHA farm loans.
America iFFAI and 4-R.
La featured on the cover of operation and has a
Haines, Ore., was the In the bull show, SBR vance Sis 250N, by Saras They also act as an adShe was elected
the magazine published head Jersey herd
judge for the 103-head Idaho Power stood se- Advantage 305K, while visory committee on
by The American Jersey
Miss Barnett, a 141 secretary and chosen as
competition held in cond to the grand cham- SBR Adv Evelyn 277N, FMHA farmer program
pion in class and followed sired by Transformer, implemehtation. The
Cattle Club and National graduate of Auburn High sweetheart of her PEA
Salem.
All-Jersey Inc. in Colum- School. also has a minor chapter and held several
Wasser & Winters Co. him to the reserve senior won the reserve calf tit. committee is made up of
bus,Ohio.
Split Butte swept the three members, two of
In jourialism at Murray offices in nine years ol 4Inc., Toledo, Wash.,had a and reserve grand chamShe will relinquish her State. where she is a H activity
successful day as they pion honors. The group classes, taking the whom must be farmers
corwri to a new queen at s
owned partial interests in February 1981 bull was blue ribbons in the get-of- deriving the principal
banquet in Louisville
both the grand champion sired by Transformer sire class on Transformer part of their income from
PTA MEMBER OF Nov. 6, which is a
bull and the reserve 307K and is owned by and in the calf get-of-sire farming at the time of
grand champion female. Split Butte and Muller competition on Driver. their appointment. The THE MONTH — Shawn highlight of the Silver AnMHF WW Mr. Charmer Ranches Inc., Helix, Ore. The ranch also earned other member of the Gardner, son of Mr. and niversary All America
rEDIRAt
The top two bulls in the first place for their best- Calloway amd Marshall Mrs. Dan Gardner, Rt. 8, Show and Sale.
IN, a son of WW Charme
MATT RIAL
A veteran of nine years
24K, came from the junior division were both six-head and was named counties committee is has been selected
Mrs. Frances Greenfield Member of the Month for of showing registered
senior division to win the Transformer 307K sons the premier exhibitor.
October by the Calloway jersey cattle at county,
Split
Butte.
by
exhibited
honors.
champion bull
County chapter of Future district and state fairs
He's a january 1981 entry SBR Transformer 224N
of America. Miss Barnett is the reciFarmers
yearljunior
late
the
won
owned by Wasser &
Gardner was selected as pient of the Murray State
Winters; Apple Creek- ing class and the junior
a result of winning the Dairyman's Inc. ScholarEmpire Farm, Litchfield, championship, while SBR
"Salute to Agriculture" ship awarded by the
Conn.; and Malone Transformer 139N stood
contest held by the Paducah Division.
Hereford Farm, Moline, second in the same class
Stubblefield Jerseys of The North American Inchapter. The contest conreserve
the
Her upbringing on a
captured
and
second
Exhis
Livestock
is
Kan. This
Murray, will be an ex- ternational
of writing in 100 dairy farm provided her
sisted
In
year on the show circuit, junior championship.
hibitor at the 1982 North position is entering Its
having won the reserve the bull calf category, an American International ninth consecutive year rlords or less a message with a background which
is a tros comelese insingssienis mesa.,
the im- enabled her to find
io hole lawn high sandal msnh1 thaw
calf champion title at two entry of Split Butte and Livestock Exposition. Of- this season, and those concerning
farming and employment as a student
tea horn' and readiondellilide including
SOP shows, the Oregon Mark Beasley, Hawley, ficials of the Expo. said who compete will vie for portance of
Picnic Pragairea ali Mims The nominee
e to the worker on the dairy farm
State Fair and the Texas, took the reserve that Stubblefield Jerseys over $300,000 in total agricultur
can Do use/ in meek. maikrtoonicia
course
civics hisioric kusinses spa woeseensi
Southwestern Livestock title. He was Drive Line has entered three head premiums and awards. economy and American at Murray State.
rd
the
daughter
is
she
was
His
entry
life.
of
way
educelbse Mom.Osoilail Mot IRS WM*
Exposition, last year. 2P,by Driver.
for competition at the Beef cattle, dairy cattle,
WAktess .and *North Asitheaninierna- —swine, Quarter Borne..,..W1.0.114
Wasser
,-1101104•440..osid
Wasser & Winters learn.
ed up with Wooden Shoe Don and 4,eanetie-Klite;- tional, an event which. and sheep will be shown
Farms,Othello, Wash.,to man, Vancouver, Wash., will take place during during the two-week Exwin the calf and reserve took the final bull title on Nov. 6-19 in Louisville. position, and entries this
grand champion heifer ti- their calf champion, WW the NAILE will be held at year promise to break the
tle an WW Miss Next Step DK Charm Vic 130 101P. the Kentucky Fair and show record at 13,000 or
26p. She is a January 1982 He is a WW Charme 207L Exposition Center.
more.
daughter of Gold Trophy son. Horn Enterprises,
Sire BT PRL Driver 536L Hermiston, Ore., put A
and 59th National cham- their name on the winpion female WSF Miss ner's roster by winning
the junior heifer division.
Charme 11m.
This late junior yearling
Ranchf,
Butte
Split
Rupert, Idaho, was a was HCBC Advancett 1
powerful contender ET, by Gold Standard
throughout the show as Sire BT Li Advancer 12H.
The reserve honors in
they were a partial
ownerf of the grand the calf, junior and senior
champion female and the divisions of the heifer
reserve grand champion show were all earned by
bull, and earned six addi- Split Butte entries.
tional divisional titles. Reserve senior champion

State Fair draws large crowd

MSU girl appears on magazine Cover

Castrete, Poe Gravel,

NA1LE exhibits include
Stubblefields of Murray

153-3355
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"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

PURINA
CHOWS

Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Bag &
Bulk Feeds
•

753-3404
NW4Itrain
i
Merchandising

753-5378
Industrial Rd.

BUYERS OF
CORN.WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

Sell Or Store
Your Soybeans
At

RIVER GRAIN
COMPANY
Hickman, Kentucky

RAIUtOAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

,
Murray, Ky.

.41IPMEIMMIlk

Wise electric use today means
a brighter future for them.
To keep down the cost of
electricity in the kiture. we
must all use it wisely now
Begin today by asking for
our free booklets on "How
to Save on Your Electric
Bills" and "How to Insulate
Your Electric Water Heater

heating and cooling
Remember

in addition, we have
information on how to
insulate and weatherize your
home to rnnserve on

WEST KY. RURAL ELECTRIC COOP. CORP.
753-5012

1. High River Prices
2. Several selling options to meet
your needs.
3. Licensed and Bonded by U.S.D.A.
4. Store in complete confidence with
Federal Warehouse Receipts.
5. Fast unloading facilities.
6. Call collect for prices and information:(502) 236-2555
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And if the rest of your letter is to be believed, you
also rate high marks for your performance in both
business and bedroom. You may be "ruggedly handsome," but manly? No way! One who boasts that he
has slept with the wives of most of his acquaintances is not a man. He's a boy. And at your age,
that is not what every man would like to be!

MIER

Deatv

DEAR ABBY: My son-in-law is "John Q. Blue Jr." His
wife (my daughter) is having a baby soup. It will be our
first grandchild. She says if it is a boy, they will name
him "John Q. Blue III."
Since the baby's father is "John Q Blue Jr.," won't the
baby be "John Q. Blue II"?
We have a big bet on this.
What I want to know is this: If they go from "John Q.
Blue Jr." to "John Q. Blue III," what in the world happened to "John Q. Blue II"? My daughter and son-in-law
say,"Junior is the second."
I say that Junior is the first, since he is the first child
to take the name of an ancestor. Please straighten this
out.
BIG BET IN OKLAHOMA CITY

By Abigail Van Buren

Successful Veteran
Scores on Every Front
411.

DEAR ABBY: I read your column for chuckles every
morning in the Chicago Tribune and can't believe that
there are so many people out there leading such dull,
unrewarding lives. So, I'm writing to tell you about myself
just to brighten your day with the knowledge that we are
not all such miserable wretches.
At the age of 17, I enlisted in the U.S. Army's Special
Forces and received an awesome collection of combat decorations for my work against the Viet Cong and North
Vietnamese army.
A week after my discharge, just before my 21st birthday,
I founded my own company. It became hugely successful
and allows me to spend my summers in Europe, while my
hirelings look after my growing interests.
Most people who meet me find me ruggedly handsome
and incredibly manly. I have more girlfriends than I can
handle, and I've slept with the wives of most of my
acquaintances. They all tell me I am the best lover they've
ever had.
I have more money than I will ever need, and I enjoy
the universal respect of my colleagues in a highly competitive industry.
In short, I am what everybody would like to be: successful, wealthy, influential and admired. And most important
ADORED IN CHICAGO

DEAR BET: When k boy is named for his father,
who is a "Junior," he is called "the 3rd."
A man with "II" after his name is not named for
his father, but for someone else in the family perhaps an uncle or grandfather with the same
name.
So if your grandchild is a boy, he will be "John Q.
Blue III."
DEAR ABBY: May I comment regarding "Heartbroken
Father," who gave his spoiled 19-year-old daughter everything and received nothing in return?
As an attorney, I've seen a lot of people in a lot of
situations, and I am convinced that parents should give
their children what they need but make them earn what
they want.
I recently drafted a will for a woman whose son told
her,"You can't take that trip. Don't spend my money!"
He may not realize it, but it's not his money until his
mother dies. And when she does, he will learn that "his"
money has been left to a children's hospital where it will
do far more good than it ever would in his hands.
CONCERNED FATHER IN FLORIDA

DEAR ADORED: I congratulate you on your outstanding service record on behalf of your country.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
Answer to Saturday'. Pusle

COCC MCC MON
CCM MCC BOO
CC [MCC UME
CC CCM COCO
CUM CC= COW
OCUUM CCM CO
OUCCLIC MCC=
CC CCM CCCOU
CNC MCC CUM
MCC MCC CC
COO CCM CC
MOO CUM CCM
UDC COM MUM
ACROSS
1 Protect
6 Aquatic
mammal
11 Thin slice
12 Fell short
14 Actor Pacino
15 The sweetsop
17 Fabricator
18 Sick
20 Surfeited
23 Oklahoma
City
24 Chimney carbon
26 Stable denizens
28 Oz aunt
29 Finished
31 Spiritous

liquor
33 - Slaughter
35 Danish island
36 Instructions
39 Flowers
42 MO's neighbor
43 Sends forth
45 Heap
46 Recent
48 Freshet
50 Sister
51 Without:end
53 Knocks
55 Scale note
56 Mock
59 Chief
61 Country of
Asia
62 Military caps
DOWN

THERE I WAG, SITTING IN
THE PUMPKIN PATCH...Au.
OF A 5uDDEN I HEARD A
LOUD CRASHING NOISE! IT
WAS THE'GREAT PUMPKIN"!

1 Liquid measure
2 The two of
3 Exc- lamation
4 Soaks
5 Vision
6 Preposition
7 Bye!
8 Sesame
9 Lamb's pen
name
10 Schoolbook
11 Lift
13 Small
1 2 IIII 4

Layoffs announced

amounts
body
16 Pierce
40 Avoids
19 Mine veins
41 Spanish title
21 Silkworm
44 Stern
22 Hinder
47 Existed
25 Taut
49 Fencing
27 Sharpen
sword
30 Destines
52 Tear
32 Chemical dye 54 Weaken
57 Courtroom
34 Cut
figure: Abbr.
36 Covered the
58 Paso or
inside
Dorado
37 Football
60 Charlie's
team
princess
38 Heavenly
5

8

11 II

7

8

9

10

12

14

13

15

17
1111

18

111

20

21 61
28

24U25
30

23

31

32

ill
33

UU 34

WIdUUUN

28

WI

35
38

39

40 41

WIN Illiii SI
II lill " S3 id "
III
iiilig 58
la
55
la
111

59•U0•
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ADDRESSES CLUB Perry Cavitt recently addressed the Murray
Kiwanis Club. He showed
pictures and discussed
the mission project sponsored by Baptist churches where church
members from several
parts of the United States
build churches in the
Amazon River Valley at
Tafee, Brazil. This is the
second year Cavitt has
been part of the church
building mission. One
other local man, Tip
Miller, also was part of
this year's mission.

rT WA5 A BOWLING BALL.
I'D NEVER SEEN THE
I GOT 50 NERVOUS IN THE
"GREAT PUMPKIN" BEFORE ,..
TENTH FRAME I THREW THE
SUDDENLY,THERE HE WAS,
BALL OUT THE FRONT DOOR...
FLYING RIGHT BY ME!

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)- More than 5,000
employees at General
Electric's Appliance
Park will be laid off over
a three-week period in
late November and
December, a company
spokesman has announced.
The company noted
that, for the first time in
about 18 months, the
layoff announcement
doesn't call for anyone to
be laid off permanently.
"When you put it in the
historic perspective, you
can't help but say things
are better," said GE
spokesman Jim Allen.
The furloughs are to
begin the week of Nov.29,
when 900 production
employees will be off tle
job.
The next week, 4,500
employees will be idle
and 5,200 will be off the
job the next week, Allen
said.

I 5340UL2 HAVE
LOON THE
TOURNAMENT,
BUT I DIDN'T
GET ANY BREAKS
-4
4

111112 United Feline. Syndicate. trx

IT MUST BE
FUN TO BE
AN ANTEATER--

JUST SITTING
AROUND, WITH NO
DECISIONS TO
MAKE AT ALL

HMMM-- SHALL I HAVE A RED
ANT FOR DINNER, OR A
BLACK ONE--?

- -

-

v‘.

441

ilARK LA5KY-

NOV. ,

BEETLE, YOU RE LAZY,
UNCOOPERATIVE, NOISY
AND INSUBORDINATE!

© 1902

United Feature Syndicate. Inc

AND THAT'S JUST
WI-41LE YOU'RE
ASLEEP!

2. Nike

1. LAO Notts

Comoommrealth
aTIPt%rm
DePerM811110
Cabillige
Of
=roll
C.entracters
•bids will
eceived by th.epartment o•
ighways in thuclitorium loca .
• the 1st Floor of •
tate 011ieuilding,• Frankf•
entucky until 10:11
.M., Eastern Sta
• rd Time on the 1'
y of November
1062, at which • bids will be publi
•.-ned and read fo
improvement of:
:DR GR 82 0000010,
alloway, Crit
-•• Graves, Liv
•.
Lyon, M
cken, Ma
'unties.
-pairs to Deck oi
1: ridge on
oads.

Vario

• Proposal For As
tional Information.
:id proposals for al
projects will b ;
. vailable until 9:II
.M., Eastern Stan
dard Time, Friday
ovember 19, 1982
t the Office of I

act Management.
:id proposals for a
.rojectrs will b;
vailable at a cost o.
• each and remit
ce payable to th
tate Treasurer o'
entucky must ac
.mpany request fo
.roposals (Non
'efundable). Bi.
• oposals Are Issu • I
• iy To Prequalifi • •
intractors.
pecimen propose

or all projects w'
.- available to all •
-rested parties at a
.- of ;8 each (Non
• efundable).
.• imen proposa annot be used fo
.id.'
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The Following
Estate Fiduciary
A p- lcôTnthz crab
Have Been Made
In The Calloway
District Court. All
Claims Against
These Estate
Should Be Filed
With The
Fiduciary Within
ix Months Of
Date Of Qualification.
F
en:is L. Boyd,
t. 4, Murray, KY
Deceased. H. Lee
Boyd, Rt. 4, Murray, KY Executor.
Robert 0. Miller,
201 S. 5th, Murray
KY Attorney.
Leola Mae Erwin,
1601 Catalina Dr.,,
Murray KY
Deceased. R.L.
Cooper, 1614,
Sunset, Murray,
Y C 0 K
Administrator.
Gary B. Cooper,
502 Whitnell, Muni
ray KY Co.
Administrator. L.
Daniel Key, P.O.
B ox2 7 3 3 ,
Paducah, KY Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court
Clerk
41•111MMINEMMElb
2. Notice

Vox
LLikuct.g
ALEXANDERNoouTte NOT
POLITE TO 140UP SISTER
\

I DON'T THINK 14DUIRE
POLITE TO ME

BUTT OUT OF THIS,I Mj
TALKING TO DAD! L
--

Come in an see
•
our complete line
gl of stock and
=custom built
le frames. We con
matte and frame
•
your artwork.
CARTER STUDIO GI
300 Mom

153 8298

R7
/
for Sale
$23,500 2 to 3 acres
mini form with several
wet buildings including
old store. House hes
been newly remodeled. Call 753-6098
after 4:30.

THAT„,
THAT
HUY
ASKED HIM
TO MARRY
HER

I

SO STUBBORN. I'VE
NEVER LOVED A
MASKED MAN
BEFORE. HOW
AMU5INO.

rx.comp

- air
.15.0.411 ,n11111

mommogimmEr
Isms
For
Dristaas

S.Laand Food

Silver and gray kitten
from area of South
Main, name Adam,
753-3192.
Help*Aid

Orieetel rep:
- $75.00
V i ir - $135.00
Call 753-5914 or
382-2516
Billy Pritdoari
Carpet lastaltabu
Strohm

I

Wrafir
Sale
Located /
3
4 mile hem
kite. Partially Completed 2 bedroom
bows ready to complete es you went.
Owner mast sell and
ON flounce.
CaN 759-1405
I.

Nelp Watal
Secretary sad
Selo help wanted.
Expirleace preferred. AP* hi Perm on phase eels
TUT'S IT GOLD
SILVER JEWELRY
OLYMPIC PLAZA
H ousewives and
students, Owen Mills
Studio needs you to
make appointments by
telephone, 3.35 per hour
guaranteed good pay
for light delivery work,
car neccesary, big bonus for those who are
tops. Morning and
evening shift, see Ellen
Carter, Nov. 3rd at
Eagle Inn after 9 a.m.

E.O.E.

12-65 ft. trailer
with a 12-65 ft.
attachment with
new V roof on 3
and 3/10 acres.
$12,000. Low
priced. Call 4374344.
Plant Sole all
Greenhouse Stock
20% off Aro end oI
October.

1I

SHIRLEY FLORIST
and
GARDEN CENTER
502 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.

153-3251'

Hove S minutes? Coll
759-4444 for on inspirational message to
brighten your cloy.
Children's tope 7594145.

MSG Complete Glass.
We install auto glass,

store fronts and insulated glass. We fix
storm windows, doors
and screens and cut
glass table tops,
mirrors and windows.
We also replace and
repair patio door glass.
Call 753-0180 or 753-2798.
816 Coldwater Road.

SPECIAL
SALE
Remington 30.06
Remington 243
DOM MEW

$269.00 EACH
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
No Now
calls plan

Now taking applications
for dancers, waitresses
and bartenders at the
Olympic Torch Lounge
Restaurant. Call 4449571 for appointment or
apply in person from
4-12 p.m.
O IL COMPANY
OPENING. Off shore
rigs. No experience
necessary. Start immediately. 135,000 plus
per year. For information, 312-920-9677, ext.
177413.
Part time secretary
needed. Send resume to
Art Travis, Box 95,
Benton, Ky. 42025.
Wanted, responsible
person to babysit and do
light housekeeping in
my home on the lake in
Panorama Shores area.
Must have transportation and references with
work beginning mid
December, Mon Fri.,
9-5. Call 436-5380.

9. Situation Wanted
Want to do babysitting
in my home, $5.00 per
day. Night too
Call
759-4673.
Will babysit in my
home. A-Have referenees.
Call 753-8474.

10. Business Opportunity
O perating meat
market, includes building and equipment or
will take on partner
arrangement. Call 5278688.

11. Instruction
Guitar lessons. Have
experience and references. 753-3686.

14. Want to Buy
A good used Spinet
Piano or small, upright.
Call 753-9218.
Used upright freezer,
753-0150.
Want to buy a Exercise
stationary bicycle. Call
753-3478.
We buy aluminum beverage cans, Biro Recycling Center behind
Pizza Hut, Fulton.

15. Articles for Sale

We specialize in
Rotary Antenna
and Tower Work.
MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 E. Main
753-1586

COLOR
CHARISMA

5 Diamond cluster ring
total weight approx. 50
pt., great buy for
Christmas. Night 7591478.
90 Point diamond
solitare ring, superb
quality, price too great
to pass up, great for
Christmas after 1:30
759-147e.
For sale Air Corn
pressors. Dill Electric,
753-9104.

For
Sale

is coming
to Wray.

For more iotormain, call July & Shore
Salo. 753-59112.
S. Lost and Found
Lost brown and white
beagle, female, answers to name Jill. Lost
in Sherwood Forest off
Wiswell Rd. area. Call
753-6448, ask for Barry
or 489-2753, ask for
Terry.

You Won't Believe
The Bargains You
Can Find In Our
Classified
Section
The Murray
Ledger IL Times 753-1916

Pin Ball Machine
- Night Raider.
Call 753-8200
Power post hole digger,
equipment and hoist,
✓ outer
Call 753-7370.
Set of solid maple end
tables and coffee table,
girl scout uniform size
10, rocking chair, exercise bike, two wheel
trailer, call 474-2789.

16. Home Furnishings
Por Sale GE electric
stove, $25. Call 436-2410
or 759-4455. Ask for
Patty.
For sale: Maple rocker
$30, bean-bin table $30,
display shelving or
bookcase 130. 753-7737.
Pansonic 4 inch screen
portable TV., AC Plug,
Cigarette adapter plug,
earphones, new $80.
759-4421.
Vinyl hide a bed couch,
matching chair, anc
vinyl rocker chair. Re
asonable. Cpll Scott a
7534316.

•
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litek

34MWllons
NameFir**.
iprhgM
Piettft. Fireweed cot le
1,44.2.f

la
3E 30

31(

SW

Osaltilars

4.RaiENO

AIonicsWWI

4

NEY LOOK ME OVER. 1971 Maverict 139. 6 arts Croft Craws% lo Soil4 arid Repair
or.
Popises
tobacco bares Preis
ME YOUR (yonder srment Mitt n fireerMi. Moses /war
LEND
nocandltionod. ad, and $30. per rick. Call
430
camensit 00100640/ C
E xceiiint goes cowman 73381k
I IeaceNeM
,
EAR..
Air
loolowoos
.
436,nn
eseditissim
Lonardo's
from
baoght
neighborhood Close to 11/3 Cadillac
Runs Mobelsony inside orse
Cu For sale 1 Va acres and
Is Mow
et Paul. appliance
sad
shopping c•nter. goal. drive* gest bogy
Oarlisso ofPara
•126 after6 p.m.
Sowboid•Coorriq.
wiL septic, and oleicgroceries. and resta• nasty. 444-848t
Leadlog Marine and
refriaerades sertricny, new Alm. SAO
rod Arid 1 have spec MI Ford LTD.
Berm, Wee*
Wald ler treaty sirie
11. yamsChoirs
vice. Al braids.
firm. 1-44247611.
be. rooms and a flow MAW milts. 11.6410 Cell 153 9771 If Out
2114411
Vt acres and Firewood 222.50 per
For silk
ing. easy hoer pion Phone ?II 44113.
ensnaring service ION
759-1322.
will, septic, and elec- rick. $10 for 5 ricks.
Cabinets and storage
Specialty Noose es
row 111•111111110 and I will
131
Acre
Farm
•p
tOsspg.
4
GT,
Opal
1973
tricity, near Alm. WM Delivered. Free mat
Melon
Pertelse041
proximately 7 vt mild" wore so. Look me OM wow. and body re MktIs ye°
firm 1-406768.
cites. 753-1816.
wi/41411•gs arid r•
south of Murray on Hwy o'er by calling CEN $1.401. 103-1113.
MissRelit
3L
Sport aims
flyer.
11111
21
TURY
Loretta 1006.
ileM1
oopoiloo. toe
641. Several hundred
For Sale, like new, axe
ese Mai nwaw and
N.Sot*Maddnes
feet of frontage on both Realtors at 753-1492. /914 Perd Tarim. 4 W., Weiler 14.140 Carl 713
lighted soon taw Call
8701
or
aenglasis.
geed
sides of highway. be- This home is located in
For sale. $700 used 753-1217.
733,
1464
tween Hazel and Circarema On a owlet beat Mier.7$34111k
Singer Touch and Sew King. automatic wood
=LPN
lib.,
sewing machine and beater, delux cabinet
Purye•r, Tn. Ap- tree-lined street With 1974 Buick Century 26 Fl wooden
Warshaw
hp
6$
boat.
house
ULU
ORM
cabinet. Special Ziglag with lift off cook surface
proximately SO very easing of interests. we Station Wagon 11.350
Mono Spans
Mercury. MIS traitor.
productive acres and have the financial 713'4445
vali I fashion discs. All top. Brick lined fire box
101464-3476
For Rao
lovely home site, plus knowledge to make it 1176 Chevrolet Monte. meal p1111 mw Arne up
other attachments in- with cast iron grates
$2.10.7531213
affordable for you.
7534758
several outbuilding
clUded. Like new. 70 and doors. 2249.99.
mileage
good gas
JC&CShoetWig
Owner financing LOVE OLDER Evenings 753-9261
7217 Mar 3p.ln.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
NM=OMNI
alonanyyni. Seel I. wool,
available.
KOPPERUD
the 1476 Mustang 11 Ohio.
HOMES?
Enjoy
In.
For Sale Garagellody REALTY 753-1212.
coaled ahriminuni wo91 Wt
AWN Equipe.
of
large
luxury
size
1A1I01I5T1 We
Cali
condition
excellent
velvet
Shop. Terms. Discs/Int
Red crushed
and trim ter haven moss wet osisoatowts
1164 Indepeodant 60/40 seats out of late for cash. Excellent miles northwest of rooms plus many built 435 4301
Cistern
AAA
snake
fiberglass
also
dry
wort compie•ely
Moline Tractor with model Oldsmobile. income. Rents for $200 Murray on main ins with bright, cheerful 1977 Chevrolet Caprice
siding We Mae Put on or everent••• Call Of
Node Caws
front end loader set up Good for customizing. monthly. Will trade. highway. Priced to sell. decor. New centre' gas Classic, all extras. per•
and
red
'elven*
MOM+
writs
furnace plus garage he shape inside and
Con
Call 733-2503 after .m.
for back holes, good Call 762-2354.
759-1739.
heakcasee, Not- aluminum reef% and another%elorean
apartment for rental out, privately own
Co litte )
condition, reasonably Slabs cut to order. Three bay cleanup shop.
719
barns
for
409 A
Paducah is y
income Call 753-1492 California car. Actual
ches, Curie siding
price, 419-7775.
$lt. per rick. Call Air compressor fur
IMO office or ?13o339 43111. or call 1 442 1036
today for your tour of miles. 36,5011. call 753with
crates
436-V92.
fished. Call Eddie
Farring
Cebieets etc. moo
the property Owner is °373.
feeders and waterers Special for I days. one 5 Morgan, 753-9200.
making this house afRourseehle
flat
bed h.p. air compressor,
also 24 ft. 3 axle
fordable. He owns two 1977 Datum 13210.
trailer. Call 492-8790 $900. DIII Electric, 753- 32. Apts. For Rent
Phone
condition.
759436-2566
your
is
loss
.his
homes.
Moo Coast to Cl
after 6 p.m.
9104.
CENTURY 21 1913.
gain
Easy access 2 bedroom,
harpy/Iwo
loyartlrew
2 acres and Stove boards heavy furnished apt., 305 14.
1
For sale 1 /
1977 Trans Am. (pod
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
you need a 3 bedroom
leliable ferries Iwo 191•
well, septic, and elec- lined 32in x 421n $12.99, 7th. $220 month include
condition. 4374776.
house with extra In
2
on
bedroom
One
1112 Cabierer leer
tricity, near Aimo. $4000 36 x 52 317.99. Wallen. gas heat and water.
lots Pine Bluff Shores 1978 Ford Courier, Ask corn* to make part of
Norm,Reefisralrf 47171
firm. 1-442-6768.
901-247-5.455.
Hardware Paris Term.
your payment Tam, a
near Kentucky Lake. ing s3010. Coll 753-11601.
(517)75341$6
Special sales Price $IC 1971 MGB, good condi look at this one. extras
Surplus jeeps, cars and One bedroom near
heyelmi
n.Musical
753 3949
K I K STUMP REMO
000 including furniture lion, call 753-1023.
boats. Many styles for downtown Murray. 753MI L. USN
Do you need
VAL
Ready 1971 Malibu, like new, 2
appliances.
and
under $50. For in- /109 or 762-6650 or
broker
stumps removed from
to move in. Year around car owner, perfectly
formation, call 312-931- 436-2844.
licenre4 & Ileaded
your yard or land
INFLATION
occupancy. We will maintained. Call 492. [WO dew loragtm,
1961, ext. 1774-A.
One bedroom, near
elm
oho
cleared of stumps? We
'dodgy.,
your $10,000 cash 1411.
match
per
$75
University.
PRICES
too
gad ego kwd wad can remove stumps
month. Call 7531146, Easy living can be investment with $10,000 1900 Bonneville Pontiac,
On Mawr, Sony,
yours in this energy Loan at No Interest for
to 24 inches Wow Me
N. TV-Radio
SoNsigetin
after 5:30753-2437,
cloth
cranberry
Wye?,
leaving only
ground
efficient 3 bedroom SO months. Payments
novo, Majestic,
Car radio AM/FM for One bedroom $75 per brick in excellent con- $200 month. Caution: interior, AM-FM radio.
p•rnowt.
Wood stove wife Mgr We buy lit and Ind
ersatz car stereos.
winmonth. Two bedroom dition. Striking large
and
breaks
small car. Call 492-8925.
povier
moltat and fan New mortgages et a deStOunt
Bring bacon and 999$
753-3317
World of Sound
$90 per month. Water, kitchen, seperate dining and your checkbook
dows, air, cruise, rear
from individuals and
sass, mil 1250 436 7361
V.Mobile Home Sales
service, 22 yews ix Ipowirs
stove, refrigerator fur- room, great room, when we visit this defogger, wire wheel
Companies Credit
Improve
Home
Bob's
Lynn
Grove.
nished.
15,475.
437-4/73.
753-5165
electronic air filter, restful retreat because covers,
Artist Models Concrete, block. brick, Met", 17 VOWS building Thrift Bei Air Center
Phone
153-7874.
automatic eerie,* door you will want to stay 19110 Toronado, excel- basements, bun
Department of Art
experience, remodel William Cole. Manager
needs part-time model. One bedroom basement opener are lust a few of overnight and watch the lent condition, tilt, dation', drive ways. ing, acklitions, concrete 33 5573
For sale: 2 year old Experience and artistic apartment, private bath the extras that make deer and the beautiful cruise, AM-FM case sidewalks, patios, and work, hlflalrl. general MOW abarpois hand saws.
home stereo system sensitivity preferred. and entrance, $150. this home worth seeing. sunrise from the two ette, leather interior, chimneys. Free is home maintain(' Cali circular saws. and
excellent ro.ndition. Viic;:c will be assigned Deposit $15, 753-8294. Be 160.'s. KOPPERUD sundecks. For personal spoke wheels. 753-9567.
cfillin sew.. 7534136
753 4501
tiMites. Call 753-5176
Yamaha CR420 re - according to need for available Nov. 1.
REALTY 753-1222.
tour contact Colonel Mustang 72 Mach 1,
•
turnceiver, semi-auto
models, for fall seme- Two bedroom furnished Spaciousness, charac- John 0. Pasco. Pasco white/black stripes
ROOS SAMOAN
table, Genesis 1 plus ster. $4.50 per hour. apartment redecorated. ter, charm and quiet Development Co. inc. Sharp. 753-6947.
Al.11111111110
speakers 1395. 753-7217 Contact: Dale Leyf Also downstairs apar- neighborhooh al com- 759-9577, 753-1914, 753after 5p.m.
50. Used Trucks
Dept. of Art MSU. tment located within bine to make this four 2649.
20 years sapswisato.
Ludwig Drum Set, 1 Phone 762-378.4 or 762- one block of MSU bedroom, 2 bath the SAVE $US buy direct 1969 -Dodge Pickup, V.
Mahood floors our
exneeds
E.O.E.-M-F.
automatic,
bedroom,
Mounted
2
3787.
campus,
2
"Ideal" property. from owner. 3 or 4
Bass Drum,
Toms, 1 Floor Tom, 1 12x40, 1 bedroom, 2.5 living room, dining Electric heat, fireplace, bedroom brick. 1 1/2 haust, $650 or best offer.
apociality.
Ride Symbol, 1 High miles from MSU cam- room, kitchen and bath. large dining room, bath. 1690 sq. ft. TVA 210 Barnett Str. in
8001AV
Hat Rocker Head. Call pus, ideal for college Adults only. Lease and family room, ample Insulated. 1603 Belmont Hazel. 435-4323
Ben Nix 753-3785 after 5.
ROW CO.
couple, owner will fin- deposit required. Call storage, plus upstairs 753 4193.
1971 Dodge Pickup,
that can be rented for Three bedroom house, excellent mechanical
ance with no interest. 753-9208 after 4 p.m.
3544127
23. Exterminating
Factory &
$500 down, $100 per Two bedroom, applian- extra income. New 4/
2 acres of land, will condition, 1350. 753-3209
1
month for 24 mos. Total ces furnished $210 per carport with storage sell or trade. 753-6910.
or 7534729.
Cato
FREE ESTIMATES On
month. Call after 4 p.m. room, well landscaped
$2,900. 606-672-3479.
1974 Chevy pickup, 6
yard. Priced In the Two bedroom house 2 ,,A2 cylinder, straight shift, All Electrical, Plumb
1974 12x70 Mobile home 753-3465.
on
east
miles
7
acres,
Mg, Painting, and Well
furnished, central heat Two bedroom duplex on 840's. KOPPERUD 2ip a36-11102_
long wheel base, good
Pump Needs. Licensed
753-8124.
and air, washer and quiet dead-end street.
condition.
fronted
stone
Very nice
Call 753-0092 or 753-0673.
dryer, 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 Central gas heat and
home near college that 1974 Ford Van 300 cubic
7,
1919lf.-ttiCtitect-'11t Et* air. Stove, refrigerator,
'or
retired
114'
Is ideal for
inch goon*, 6 cylinder,
and disnewly weds. Home has 2 straight shift, looks. and
Kelley's Termite FAx Meadows, 753-3643 dishwasher
posal furnished.
or 753-6848.
Tow Carpet Seperamwhet
bedrooms, separate runs good. 753-8124.
& Pest Control
dining room and utility 1979 Chevy Love 4x4.
1-976 Viking 12x70, 2 Washer/dryer hook-up.
OSINSON
(YEAR
END SALE COIMINIIS)
.1 I-. ILL
call
p.m.
4
$225.
After
room. Lots of extras Call after 6130, 436-5105.
2 bath, din/
bedroom, 11
Phone 753-3914
including built.in range,
Heavy Hilo Jute Bock Shog 54.93 Sq. Yd
ing room, central heat 753-9574 or 753-6513.
dishwasher and dis- 1982 Dodge Ram Pickup
Attractive two
and air, $6,000 or best Two bedroom duplex
DAY
Mony colors and styles
posal. Large patio deck repossessed, for sale
Located out by apt. 1214 Peggy Ann,
offer.
home
bedroom
24. Miscellaneous
storage/ 753-5573.
12 and 15 ft. Rubber Bock CO(111T1Kci
outside
753-3716
and
Murray.492-8225.
East School. 753-8031.
with wall to wall
workshop. Priced to sell
10ft. Aluminum MUST SELL AND
753-5292
Campers
51.
Tweed
- ONLY $2.99 Sq. Yd.
carpeting, quick at $23,500. For
broker, 4 3 6 - 2 8 02 MOVE. Owner has 34. Houses for Rent
Camper
Midas
1910
call
new
information
roof
more
fireplace,
Our 12 ft. Hilo Shag Regular 56.50 Sq.
after 5p.m.
buyer for property and Three bedroom house
Spann Realty Assoc. Van, Ford Chassis, 20
in 1978, plus one
24 inch x 22 ft. metal now has to sell mobile for rent $225 per month.
ft., excellent condition, Faye's Monogram
Yd. ONLY $3.95 Sq. Yd.
753-7724.
covert. Call 436-2149 or home. 1975 12x50 with 2 Call 753-6129.
half acre lot.
18,400 miles, $11,400. Don't delay. Now taking
FINEST PLUSH SHAG Frew $6.95 to
OUR
bedrooms, built-in Three
753-0315.
Christmas orders. 753
Located two miles P.Motorcycles
Call 753-3720.
bedroom, 2 bath,
3404.
6 hp. Briggs Straton range arid refrigerator. fireplace. Close to MSU,
$9.50
Sq. Yd.
Murray
of
and
east
1978 1fonda CR 250-R, 21 ft. self-contained
engine with horizonal Only $5,800. Call Spann 1325. 753-3006.
very good condition Two new glass pack
good
$21,900.
priced
or
at
condition.
$400
12
ft.
753-7724.
Assoc.
Printed Kitched Carpet $2.99 Realty
shift, excellent condiThree bedroom home,
best offer. 1361625 after with air. Reasonably mufflers $IS each. Call
Call KOPPERUD
tion,S150.4.36-5454.
•
$3.95 $4.95 Sq. Yd.
753-6305
priced. 753-730,1.
28. Mobile Home Rentals $400 per month plus REALTY - 753- 5p.m.
deposit. .136-25.2.
8 hp. router tiller, same
Motor Homo. 1 ton One and two bedroom
Mini
sands and Thousands of Yards to
1981
SOYZ
Yamaha,
OA
A
newly
as new, $225. 1972 A one or two,
Three bedroom, no pets.
dodge classic, perfect apartments, available
good condition. 753-2498.
se From - Big Rolls
Lincoln, nice car, decorated, central heat, Evenings 753-9261.
Embassy
November.
in
with
Honda CT 70 mini bike. condition, loaded
$1,200. 10 ft. Boston gas or electric, $85 to
mir
e=a3-1530
ar
Ai
must see to l
extras,
all
44.
Sale
for
Lots
to Carpet Selling For Twice The
=pare
brick,
bedroom
Two
753-5181
Call
Whaler Sail Boat and $150 per month. Also stove and refrigerator,
appreciate. Shady Oaks
rice
trailor, 1500. Will con- Kenmore washer and recently insulated. 8 For sale 1 /
2 acres and 4Auto Services
1
Trailer Ct.
sider trade on any of the dryer for sale. Shady miles southeast of well, septic, and elec
We Have What We Advertise,
0
**
•
Roofing Al Types, 15
VW:Fa
*
**
Cf.
Trailer
Oaks
436-2506.
items.
above
52. Boats-Motors
Murray. Married tricity, near Almo 14000 *
COMMIT
1,;)01E
years
*aperient*,
•
PASCNALL & SON
Aluminum topper for a Nice big unfurnished couples, references, firm. 1442-6768.
Sailrider SR - 2 wind
work goorowood. Dos
long wheel base wide mobile home, central deposit. Call 492-8594.
Three Lakeview lots in
surfing board, like new
mileS
of Murray, Ky. on 641 North
8
10011
bed, good condition, heat and air, water Two young ladies want Lakeway Shores, in
with two sails, retail fOr
11/11korson, 481-2581
Open 8-5 6 Days
furnished, TV tower.
$100. Call 753-5181.
sepand
or
cluding
6600
water
$1,099, will take
or 341-1442.
Couples only no pets. to share a nice house tic tank, $5,000. Cali
901 49-.
Custom firewood all
best offer. Call 474-2211
r,01,'. 11
with another lady, near
492-8348.
Cal,
Joe.
hard wood $25 per rick
for
Ask
M6U and downtown 1 753-0778 after 5 p.m.
***I*
*0******
delivered. Call anytime Nice two bedroom /
4 miles
1
2 bath, private entr- Three acre lot, 3/
1
COMM! RIO
trailer near Murray, no ance. Available Nov 1
IS4-8590.
off 280. Must sell.
pets.
489-2611,
Call
FLUSH AND
489-2775.
rick
a
Cut-up slabs $18
Call Rebekah after
*
ANTI REM to
delivered. Call after 5 29. Heating-Coding
5p.m., 753-6577.
d. Farms for Sale
p.m. 753-8526.
deptee. f OM
*
Do you want to SELL or Ambassador fireplace 32. Livestock-Supplies
Thirty acres of good
BUY AVON call 753- insert, cheap. Call 753 For Sale 30 Feeder farm land, good
9500 before 9 a.m.
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
0171 or 753-0232.
Pigs, average 50 lbs. highway frontage on
County Line Road. Must
489-2746.
a
Save For A Needy Reforests)
And
a
Two horse trailer, new sell. For more informapaint, new floor and tion, call 49-2775.
tires. Call 753-5181.

a

PINSIRIPING

PO

153-9998

KOPPERt D

a

, S')CO0
.

'16"
„t**********.

Dial-A-Service
Taxi Cab Service

Homesfor Sale

31. Pets-Supplies

REDUCED: Located on a large tree filled
lot 1/1 mile West of Lynn Grove on
Lawrence Road. This three bedroom brick
home built in 1974 has three bedrooms,two
baths, full finished basement, patio, deck
and many other extras.
Cell

Purdom & Thurman
753-4451
For More Infonosetioo

Happy 30th
Anniversary
Mom & Dad

AKC German Shepherd
puppies 60 champions,
also guard dogs and
Registered Eskimo
Spitz. 502-554-2153.
AKC Registered Great
Dane pupPici. Call after
5p.m.502-492-0112.
Pit Bull dog puppies
UKC registered $100.
1-901-364-2402, Dresden.
White female poodle,
2 inches high, good
1
10/
natured, 753-0180. After
5:00, 753-2798.
4.Produce
Centenlai sweet
potatoes for sale. Rt. 4
Murray. 753-8504.

4 Real Estate
For sale: firewood oak
and hickory $30 a rick,
with discount for more
than 2 ricks. 753-7515
after 5g m.

Completed in "82". 3
2 bath,
/
bedroom, 11
ranch style home. New
carpet, refrigerator,
stove, a/c, drapes,
blinds, disposal and
wallpaper. Also utility
room, carport, and
wooden deck. 842,900.
1618 Oak Hill, 753-5014.
For sale: 4 bedroom
brick one block university. Large living
room, country kitchen,
2 baths, utility, heat
pump, storm windows, 6
in. Insulated outside
walls, 175000. 20 percent
down. Pasco Development Co. Inc. 759-9577,
753-1914.
For sale or trade by
owner: nice 2 bedroom
home, recently remodeld, has heat pump,
on large lot, located 20
miles west of Murray
and 10 miles south of
Mayfield. Call 75311324.

911
MMUS
Ws wit*
O. Used Cars
1969 Charger, 1500. Cali
759-4700 after 5:30.
1969 Plymouth Sport
Fury Convertible 383
Torqueflite, Good running condition. 753-9361.
1971 Chevrolet half ton
pickup, S ft. bed, 72,000
miles automatic, power
steering, 350 motor,
absolutely like new.
Asking 12,000. 753-7523.
1971 Ford Galaxy. 7535251

3 Parking Spaces
For Rent
Located Downtewa Murray,
25.00 per noes* for ii three.
753-1914 ask for Tod

oioctric, time
As answer.
CAA isha Glover

kissed with 2
years expo/isms
Answer*
provided.

SANDY
T30114704
NIATMG AND AM
CONDIT10111140 SIC.

Carrier
The sorrier deafer aw eras
me service ki SUMP, sod
Calloway Coast, Silt
01010•10

Love, Deidra
Mer
.“10•420c&Thnew

753-11181

Peke
911

6....-/Aidnight 7 Days A Week

Mese 753-5351/753-5352

Murray
Police Dept.
153-1621
Emergeocies
911
Calloway
Comity
Sheriff
153-3151

Poison
Control
753-7588

Aluminum
Service
Co.
Alosimpas mid

Vir•I

Saw Costar

AM
werk. Ito oroates.
Cal WIN U floVoy,
753-8489.

Quality Service
Company
Hewing ond Air
Conditioning
Soles, Soles and
Service Modern
Sheet Metal A Service Departments

753-9290

S CARPET
'
LEE
CLEANING

Free [stigmata
Vika Sta.. or

ark&
Dry CIeeshig.
Vpheistery Meelag
753-5127

moos
UOwlst•ry
IS N. 716
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Wainscott rites Services for
scheduled
Jackson set

Services for C.R.(Bob)
Wainscott, brother of
Frank Wainscott of
Hamlin, were conducted
Sunday afternoon in
Frankfort, Ind.
Mr. Wainscott died Friday at Monticello,Ind. He
had visited in Murray
many times.
The deceased had
retired as vice president
in charge of manufacturing at Ingram.
Richardson Porcelain
Enamel Company of
Frankfort, Ind. This firm
furnished much of the
"frit" used in making
porcelain enamel for
Tappan Co., when the
firm was in Murray.
Mr. Wainscott was one
of 12 children of whom
two brothers and two
sisters survive.

Mrs. Carson's
funeral Sunday
The funeral for Mrs.
Altie Carson was Sunday
at 3:30 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev
Charles Nelson officiated.
Pallbearers were
Phillip, Jack, Charles,
Gary, Daymond and Kenneth Carson, all grandsons. Burial was in Mt.
Carmel Cemetery.
Mrs. Carson, 100, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, died Friday at
11:45 a.m. at her home.
She is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Laverne
Graham, Mrs. Beula
Williams and Mrs. Cecil
Wilkins; daughter-in-law,
Mrs. Ola Carson; three
sons, Lennis, Fred and
Fray Carson; 18 grandchildren; 41 .greatgrandchildren; 21 greatgreat-grandchildren; one
great-great-greatgrandson.

Services for Guy
Jackson were Sunday at 2
p.m. In the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. Harold Irvan and Lindon Ferguson
officiated.
The song service was
by singers from the
Hickory Grove Church of
Christ with Jim Hurt as
leader.
Pallbearers were John
B. Smith, Donald Hendrickson, Jerry York,
Weldon Lofton, Steve
Henderson and Walter
Moore. Burial was in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Jackson, 72, Rt. 1,
Almo, died Friday at 3:17
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lucille Baker
Jackson; two sons, Jimmy and Randy Jackson;
sister, Mrs. John Anderson; brother, Irvan
Jackson; three grandchildren.

Improved
department
aids city's
fire rating

HENDERSON, Ky.
(AP) — An improved fire
department has led to a
better fire insurance
rating which, in turn, will
mean lower insurance
premiums, city officials
said.
Mayor William
Newman announced
Thursday that the Kentucky Insurance Services
Office has lowered
Henderson's fire protection rating from a class 5
to a class 3. On the scale
of 1-10, lower numbers
are better.
Newman said "no fixed
amount of premium
reductions are manFinal rites for James dated" by the improved
Floyd (Coot) Smith are rating but he estimated
today at 2 p.m. in the most bills for
chapel of Byrn Funeral homeowners would
Home, Mayfield. The decrease by about 10 perRev. Julian Warren is of- cent.
A similar rate reducficiating.
Burial will follow in tion will benefit small
businesses, he said.
McKendree Cemetery.
Mr. Smith, 79, Rt. 5, Large commercial proMayfield, died Saturday perties are not affected
at 4 p.m. at Community by the change and must
Hospital, Mayfield.
obtain their own ratings.
The rating change
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Flossie Smith; came about after the city
two daughters, Mrs. requested a re-evaluation
Calvin Smith and Mrs. of the city's fire departWarren G. Riley,and one ment by th Louisvillesister, Mrs. LaVerne based organization. The
Mason, all of Rt. 5, last such evaluation was
Mayfield; three grand- in 1977.
children; one greatFire Chief Charles
grandchild.
Trodglen said the new
rating was based on such
criteria as manpower,
training techniques,
hydrant testing, recordkeeping and adequacy of
Mrs. Myrtle L. equipment.
The major factor in the
Housden, 83, Paris,
Tenn., died Sunday at—improved rating was the
Henry County General addition of a fire station
Hospital there. She was on the city's south side in
the widow of Ben F. 1978, Trodglen said.
Housden.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Ruby
Harris of Jackson, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Minnie Lou
Myatt of Hazel; two sons,
Thomas Housden and
B.C. Housden, Paris,
Tenn.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. in
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Burial will follow in
Hillcrest Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

Smith rites
slated today

Mrs. Housden
dies Sunday

Mrs. Gorsuch dies Sunday
Mrs. Felicia T. Gorsuch, 73, Mur-Cal Apartments, died Sunday at
6:30 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Born May 30, 1909, in
Brooklyn, N.Y., she was
the daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Sawicki.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Agnes
Brush, 308 South 12th St.;
two sons, John G. Gorsuch, Brockton, Mass.,
and George F. Gorsuch,
Galtersburg, Md.
Also surviving are one
brother, John M. Sawicki,
Norfolk, Va.; 11 grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.
Memorial services will

be Tuesday at 6 p.m. in
the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
The Rev. R.E. Rabstin
will officiate.
The body will be
cremated with the remains to be buried at the
Murray City Cemetery at
a later date.
No visitation will be
scheduled.
The family requests
that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Tiki-Mast or
Murray-Calloway County
Ambulance Service.

Morris dies
in Michigan

Cody M. Morris, 64,
Lincoln Park, Mich., died
there Saturday. He was
born May 29, 1918.
He is survived by his
Final rites for Mrs. wife, Mrs.
Reba Morris;
Mary Mathis were Sun- two
daughters, Mrs.
day at 3 p.m. in the Harlan
chapel of the Linn Dearb (Jean) Elmore,
orn Heights, Mich.,
Funeral Home, Benton. and
Mrs. Ronald (Diane)
The Rev. James Fortner
Adams, Southgate,
of Murray officiated.
Mich.; five grandBurial was in the Unity children.
Cemetery in Marshall
Also surviving are four
County.
sisters, Mrs. Lorene WofMrs. Mathis, 78, Har- ford,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs.
din, died Friday at 9 p.m. Eth
el Cobb,
at the Marshall County
Palmersville, Tenn.,
Hospital, Benton. She Mrs.
was a member of Em- Taylor Mae Norman,
,
manuel Baptist Church, Audie Mich., and Mrs.
Byars
, Hazel.
Murray.
The funeral will be
Survivors are her husTuesday at 1 p.m. in the
band, Stokley Mathis;
chapel of J.H. Churchill
three daughters, Mrs.
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Ruth Morkin, Mt.
James Garland will ofClements, Mich., Mrs.
ficiate.
Ruby Elkins, Murray,
Pallbearers will be
and Mrs. Janet Jones,
Walter B. Byars, Morton
Hardin; three sons, Hugh
Moore, Dennis Jones,
Mathis, Benton, Charles
Bobby Byars, Max
Mathis, Calvert City, and
Workman, Bobby
Joe W. Mathis, Hardin.
Also surviving are two Wilfred, Frankie
brothers, Chett Burkeen, Haneline and Mark
Elmore. Burial will
Rt. 4, Benton, and Rufe
follow in Antioch
Burkeen, Murray; 17
grandchildren; 21 great- Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
grandchildren.
funeral home.

Mrs. Mathis'
services set
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Company
to furlough
employees
in future
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — General Electric
said it would furlough
over 5,000 employees
over a three-week period
in late November and
December.
The company noted
that, for the first time in
about 18 months, the
layoff announcement
doesn't call for anyone to
be laid off permanently.
When you put it in the
historic perspective, you
can't help but say things
are better," said GE
spokesman Jim Allen.
The furloughs are to
begin the week of Nov.29,
when 900 production
employees will be off the
Job.
The next week, 4,500
employees will be idle
and 5,200 will be off the
job the next week, Allen
said.
Following that threeweek stretch, GE's 10,000
hourly employees will be
off for a planned 10-day
holiday vacation starting
Dec.20.
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PREVENTION Smokay the Bear stalked Meth Callo
School manly to remind the student of ways they can preven way Elementary
t forest arts.

THESE MARKET REPORT', ARE SPONSORED BY

HEINOLD COMMODITIES, INC..
Vi INT KELLY
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Livestock market

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) I USDA Estimated receipts calk and calves
3,11111; daughter stem and boilers opening 2104.10 Ismer; cows nod Ma 3.0110 Wow: dasghter cow prices mostly
004.0 ower compared to lait Monday's trading; slaughter calves
untoded, limited realen neat steady;
[cedars opening neer Moody.
Slaughter steers choice 34 SW$S
Ito mostly it111411.10; some 1115-1,23
lb dairybred and dairy crossbreds 31.012.70; good and choice 3-3 110.1,140 lb.
36.1044.00, slaughter heifers Make 3-6
1116-1,150 lbs 231046.0; few 36.1142.1
0
itandard and good 2-3160-1,111'ha 16.31121 CO; slaughter cows commercial 34
32.504404; utility 1431.1147.10; cutter

Hog market

1-2 11.104§..; comer and cotter odor
Tedereldbla Merkel News Service WmSW kw morn 1111.111146.01; alaughler •
Ntwasabor 1.110
bulls grads 1-2 1,340-1,001 lb. 4310
Esau* Nedra Ares Sag Marta
41.11; trade 3-3 1,1130-1,361 Itis 41.10Pepin laciudsell Om*Salm
43.46, Choice 173-3116 lb treaters MIS
bodpls: Ad HIS MS. Nil Wig berms
U.2; calves untested
illb hAp LA lower lens Misty .04.1•
Feeder allsors: mad= and few large .14
Weer
frame I 61642 be 60.51146.10; 30-10 US 142640
lb&
01243.2
11. 37164401; 5111408 lb. 2.0041111; 1.13 1111436
01 2402
660-710 lbs
0641.10, including US 210-2110..
231141.75
Weald in Ito 42.16; few 71134110 !be US 34
Min lbs.
01.1110.31
1111611111; several methods 111/0111110s &ma
06.401146; insdhwa bows 3IWO as
US 1-1110-2111ba,
.62114.61
6111117.116; 11•416111 SLIM7.60; largo
LIS 14 2/442s.
011114.0
baths I incindbig Floistobts 1504100. US 1-340011
00.
111.11141.11
17.3446.111; 110415 lb. 42.01141110;
1111 141104111bs...-LAWN wave22
hairsswam and few large barns I
US3-3 WWIlbs01.114 11
3511550.40.1111.71;
Bows

GET THE HEIN= PERSPECTIVE

Infants' and toddlers' sale.
Dress them up now
and save 20%
Sale 2.39
to 8.80
Sale 8.80 Reg. $11. For run-about
toddlers. Acrylic fleece jogging suit
with drawstring hood jacket, and
matching elasticized waist pants.
Boy's 2T-4T.
Infant sizes /
1
2-11
/
2, Reg. $10 Sale $8
Sale 2.39 Reg. 2.99 Long sleeve
polo shirt in poly/cotton patterns
and solids. Sizes 1/2, 1-4.
Sate 3.99 Reg. 4.99. Infant's cotton
corduroy crawler with bib front.
Infant's /
1
2-3.
Sale 2.68 Reg. 3.33. Boxer waist
pants in comfortable cotton corduroy.
Solid colors for infants'/
1
2-4.
Sale 8.80 Reg. $11. Infant girl's
2-piece set with poly/cotton long
sleeve top and corduroy elastic
waist pants. Infant's /
1
2-2.
Sale prices effective through Sunday.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier_ Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see, these carriers are independent busines
s
men and women. They buy their papers from us
at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the lOtk of
each month. They depend on you to write their
pit#
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience
for you and
your carrier
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to
avoid getting
caught without the right change and
you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Stock market
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For
Murray Independent
District Board of Education

JCPenney PRE-HOLIDAY SALE

Parent, Educator, Concered Citizen

Vote Tuesday,.Nov.
"an independent voice for on independent system"
Paid for by Moods of the candidata.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

